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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents a hot-carrier reliability simulator called BERT-CAS which can predict

circuit performance degradation using device-level quasi-static models, starting from a parametric

substrate current model and extending to the calculation of "aged" model parameters for transistors

undergoing dynamic operation within a circuit. By using CAS, circuit designers can not only predict the

degraded behavior of their circuits, but can also study which devices in the circuit experience the greatest

degradation and which have the most effect to circuit output. Alternative circuit designs can be

evaluated, and thus circuits more robust to hot-carriereffects can be designed.

From CAS simulations and experimental results (reported elsewhere and in this dissertation), it is

found that device degradation correlates better withthedegradation driving force IdjGjut/W1" rather than

with Irob alone. Because CAS is based on the full degradation model rather than just Iwb, accurate

prediction is achieved.

In general, a simulator such as CAS is necessary to predict circuit hot-carrier degradation from

device-level concepts. However, for the special case of CMOS inverter-based circuits, a rough rule of

thumb has been developed for quick estimation of circuit degradation from device-level stress tests.

A bipolar charge-storage phenomenoncausing an extended substrate current flow is also presented.

When a NMOSFET used as the driver device in an inverter enters the avalanche breakdown regime of



operation during an inputlow-to-high transient, a substantial amount of charge is seen to be generated as

far as 20jun away from the transistor, with a subsequent long substrate current flow to drain the excess

charge. This phenomenon can thus have adverse effects to neighboring structures. Device simulation

results using a three-dimensional two-carrier simulator (CADDETH) are presented to study the

phenomenon and to show its effects on CMOS latchup. This phenomenon also explains the fact that

dynamic periodic inverter-based circuits can tolerate power supply voltages greater than the avalanche

breakdown voltage of the individual devices, as long as the signal frequency is low enough.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Hot-carrier degradation has become an increasingly worrisome issue as transistor dimensions

continue to shrink while the power supply voltage remains essentially constant at 5 V. Keeping the

power supply constant insures compatibility with existing integrated circuits while achieving higher

performance because of higher current driveability. Thus, these past several years have seen research

concentrating on the device level to study and model hot-carrier degradation [Fai81, Mat81, Tak83a,

Tak83b, Tak83c, Hsu84, Hof85, Hu85, Tsu85, Hor86, Bha86, Web86, Cho87abc, Tsu87, Cha88, Web88,

Bel89, Chu89], and to design hot-carrier-resistant structures such as the Lightly-Doped-Drain (LDD) and

Doubly-Diffused-Drain (DDD) devices. By understanding the mechanisms of hot-carrier degradation and

using these degradation-resistant structures, devices with less than 1.0 nm channel lengths can be used at

present power supply specifications.

However, as device dimensions continue to diminish to sub-half-micron designs, even hot-carrier-

resistant structures exhibit degradation. Thus, the industry has established the lower standard power

supply level of 3.3 V so that device degradation can be minimized once more. Now the question has

become at what point justification can be made to make the jump to the lower power supply level.

Converting to the lower supply voltage decreases circuit performance while making the circuit more

susceptible to noise and processvariations. Thus, it becomes desirable to maintain existing power supply

levels as long as possible until circuit hot-carrier reliability necessitates a change. A simulator to asses

circuit reliability can be a valuable tool for making an accuratejudgement

So far, because hot-carrier degradation research has concentrated on the device level, researchers

have used device-related parameters such as drain current degradation, transconductance degradation, or

threshold voltage shift to quantify and judge hot-carrier reliability. It remains unclear, however, how

these device-level degradation changes actual circuit behavior. [Aur87] has demonstrated the varying

sensitivity each transistor in the circuit may have to circuit output behavior. For example, a certain

transistor Ml may experience 20% drain current degradation but affect the circuit output minimally,
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while another transistor M2 may suffer only 5% degradation and yet cause substantial degradation in

circuit performance. Furthermore, each transistor may have varying sensitivity depending upon what

aspect of the circuit performance is considered critical. Trying to define an arbitrary level of device

degradation (such as 10%current degradation) can be misleadingand overly conservative or dangerously

optimistic. In addition, to predict degraded circuitbehavior, the degradation of the individual devices of

the circuit subject to the dynamic circuit-determined waveforms must be predicted. This is in sharp

contrast to the DC or uniform AC waveforms used to study device-level degradationbehavior.

This dissertation discusses the modeling and simulation of hot-carrier effects as applied to circuits.

Using device-level concepts, a quasi-static model is established that predicts circuit-level degradation.

This model is incorporated into the Circuit AgingSimulator (CAS), as part of the BErkeley Reliability

Tools (BERT) [Lee88, Ros89J-ee90, Lie90, Ros90]. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the methodology and

models used in CAS, beginning with the accurate modeling of the substrate current 1^ , to predicting

degraded device parameters for the transistors in a circuit which has undergone a certain operating time.

Chapter 4 discusses a rule-of-thumb that can be used to relate device-level degradation to performance of

circuits based on a specific butwell-used configuration, the CMOS inverter. Chapter 5 slightly digresses

and presents measurement and simulation results of a bipolar charge storage affect that occurs when the

drain voltage V^ of an NMOSFET driver transistor in an inverter is high enough to be in the avalanche

breakdown regime, and finally the dissertation ends with aconclusion inChapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2: SUBSTRATE CURRENT MODELING

2.1 Introduction

A substantial amount of research has been done correlating substrate current lmb todevice-level hot-

carrier degradation, at least for the NMOSFET case (see refs. fFai81] - [Chu89] on p. 1). Because both

hot-carrier damage and Iwb are induced by the same force, the lateral electric field in the channel (or

more notably the peak lateral field E^, developing an accurate model for Isub is a crucial first step in

modeling degradation. For PMOSFETs, there seems to be no unanimous consensus as to whether Isub or

the gate current Igate is the better degradation monitor, although a majority believe Igale is the correct

current to choose [Tsu85, Hir86, Tzo86, Bra88, Ong88, Ong89]. A preliminary model concerning

PMOSFET degradation is discussed in a laterchapter(See Section 3.4).

In this chapter, a parametric substrate current model is presented as part of the Berkeley Short-

Channel IGFET Model Version 1.0 (BSIM1). 11 bias-independent parameters are added to the existing

20 to accurately simulate substrate current behavior for a variety of processes. In parallel with the other

models of the BSIM1 family, each bias-independent parameter is then decomposed into three size-

independent parameters which are used to create a single process file for each die. Presently, the model

has been carefully evaluated for conventional and Lightly-Doped-Drain (LDD) NMOS enhancement-

mode devices. A more detailed description of the general extraction process and a user's guide to the

BSIM1 program are given in [Jen85, Jen87].

Section 2.2 contains the theoretical motivation in the development of the substrate current model

used in BSIM1. Next, Section 2.3 gives a detailed description of the actual measurement and extraction

process. Experimental results from LDD and non-LDD technologies are then summarized in Section 2.4.

In Section 2.5, a brief user's guide to the operation of the substrate current measurement portion of the

BSEM1 program is given, and finally a summary of the procedures added or modified to the source code

is listed in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Substrate Current Model

The substrate current model used in BSIM1 is based on work done by El-Mansy [Man75, Man77]

and Ko [Ko81]. El-Mansy derived an exponential relationship of the channel electric field in the

saturated regionof the channelusing quasi-two-dimensional concepts, and using this electric field model

he derived a simplified model for the substrate current This model was subsequently improved by Ko to

include the effect of junction depth and channel doping. The following is an outline of the derivations

done to obtain the substrate current expression. For a more detailed derivation, one is referred to the

above references.

Because the main contribution to the substrate current is from electron impact ionization, the

derivation is begun by integrating the electron impact ionization coefficient a„ = Aj exp(- B/E) in the

velocity-saturated region of the channel,

U = Ids Aj Jexp(- Bi/E8(y)) dy (2.2.1)

y = 0 is at the edge of the saturated region in the channel, y = AL is at the drain, Es(y) is the electric

field in the channel direction, and Aj and B{ are constants. To find Es(y), a pseudo-two-dimensional

analysis is performed of a Gaussian box enclosing the saturated region. This results in an exponential

relationship of Es(y) versus distance,

Es(y) = Ecrilcosh (2.2.2)

Ecril is the critical field for velocitysaturation, and lccan be termed as the effective width of the "pinch-

off region of thechannel. Es(y) canalso beexpressed in terms of thevoltage within thesaturated region,

E8(y) =
(v«(y) - Vds*)2 2

72 + Ecrit
*c

1/2

After anappropriate change in variables, Eq. 2.2.1 can thenbe rewritten as

(2.2.3)
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Isub ~ Ids Ic Aj
exp(-Bi/Es)

1/2

dE.
E2 -E 2cs Ecrit

E sE •cs ~ Bcnt

'<uVce,,
if exP

' V
Ed

v j

whereEdis the electric field at the drain end,

1/2

Ed =
(Vds'Vdsat) „ 2

1,
+ Ecm

In saturation, Ed» E^,, so thatEq.2.2.5 can be approximated by

Ei s
Vds"Vdsat

Inserting Eq. 2.2.6 intoEq. 2.2.4b, we obtain the final expression for Ibs,

Isub = jf Ids (vd," vd«at) exp
Bilc

V - V
¥ds Ydsat

(2.2.4a)

(2.2.4b)

(2.2.5)

(2.2.6)

(2.2.7)

Since A;and Bjare constants, two parameters remain tobe determined, Vdsat and lc.

For short-channel devices, Vd$at departs from the well-known relationship Vdsal =Vgs - VA for long-

channel devices because electrons in the channel region become velocity-saturated before Vds reaches

Vgs" vth- The model used toaccount for this behavior was derived bySodini and Ko [Sod84],

^dsat "* EoitL +CVgs-Vfc) (2.2.8)

whereL is the channel length. Ecrit is thenextracted as a parameter from measured Vdsat values.

Several approximate analytical forms for lc have been published, including those of El-Mansy et al.

[Man75, Man77] and Ko [Ko81] with a tox dependency, but none can comprehensively account for

dependencies on bias and device size. In this work, a semi-empirical approach is established in which

these dependencies are extracted directly from measured data.
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It has been shown that by making liberal approximations, a relatively compact expression for the

substrate current can be derived. In the next section, we will see how to implement this expression into a

parameter extraction process that can accurately predict device behavior.
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23 Parameter Extraction

2.3.1 Introduction

Although the parameter extraction of the substrate current used in BSIM1 is firmly based on

theoretical analysis, the desire to achieve more accurate modeling created the need to find empirically-

based expressions, especially to predict bias voltage andsizedependencies. There is no exactexpression

for the substrate current, and because of the many approximations that had to be made in deriving the

exponential model (Section 2.2), it was inevitable that accuracy would be sacrificed. Thus, the BSIM1

model uses the simple exponential model as a base to extract parameters that are generally bias- and

device-size-dependent, and from this data BSIM1 produces bias- and size-independent parameters using

empirically-determined analyticalexpressions.

The parameter extraction process isdivided into two stages - one toextract lcand the other toextract

Eaiv from Eqs. 2.2.7 and 2.2.8. Bias voltages to extract the substrate current parameters have been

carefully chosen so that leakage currents do not affect extraction. Extraction is performed for 5 Vgs

values (starting at Vy, + 0.3 to a maximum value of 0.8Vdd in equal increments, with V^ taken at

maximum substrate bias) and four user-selectable Vbs values. A total of48 measurements ofboth Ibs and

Ids are done in a time spanof approximately 5 minutes. After the measurements are completed, all bias-

independent parameters are extracted using a least-squares fit routine. These bias-independent

parameters are then separated into length and width dependencies in a manner similar to those used in

existingBSIM1 models after all desired devices of a singledie are measured. The resulting 33 additional

size-independent parameters are then simply appended to the standard process file.

232 Extraction of Ecrit

An empirical method to determine Vdstu was proposed by [Cha84]. In that work, it was found that

parallel contours would result by plotting constant IIUb/Ids curves in 1^ - Vdg space, with Vgs as a

parameter (Fig. 2.1). Byparallel shifting theI^b/I* contour so thatit intersects theorigin at Ids = 0 and
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V^ =0, the contour maps out aVj,=WdM loci on the 1^-V^ plane, with Vg8 corresponding to the 1^

Vj, loci that happens to intersect the W6ul loci. For example, in Fig. 2.1, point A corresponds toV^

Vdm s 0.7V for Vgs=1.2V.

5

3

2

I

Vdsat '** Kfrfrf Id4 io3v$

0 I 2 Z 4
Vds {V)

Fig. 2.1 Parallel contours of constant lmiflds (from T.Y. Chan et al. [Cha84]).

The actual approach taken in the extraction process isas follows. A specific I^^/I^ current contour

is chosen internally by the program. Presently, this pre-set current ratio is set at 0.2 decades below the

I$uiAis vflIue at vds = vdd ^d maximum gate bias, or at 10*5, whichever is smaller. This procedure

ensures that a current ratio is chosen such that leakage current is not substantial, yet is less than the

maximum current ratio measured atV^ =V^ for all gate biases. Next, I^a, is measured at Vgg -V^=

0.3 with varying V^ (Rg. 2.2). At this low gate bias, VdfW is approximately Vgi -V^ The program then

notes theVj, value at which the measured 1,^^ value is equal to the previously set current ratio. An

offset voltage V^^ is then found by taking the difference between this drain voltage and the Vdsat =

vgs • vih found at l°w vg$ (Efe- 2-2)- Now» because the I^b/I^ current ratio contours are parallel for all
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gate biases, VdM for other gate voltages can be found simply by noting the Vds value at which lm\/lds

for aparticular gate voltage isequal to the preset current ratio, and then subtracting V^^ from it. This

difference will equal Vdtll for that specific gate voltage. Generally, V^^ changes for different

substrate biases so that the low gatebiasmeasurement must be done foreachsubstrate biasvalue.

o

\ls ~ %s " Xh Yis =Xtoffsei +^gs" ^ih)
Fig. 2.2 Calculation ofV^^. The Irol/^ ratio is measured at VgJ =V^+0.3V. At

this low gate bias, Vdttt =Vg$ -V^.

Once the Vdsat values are extracted, they are fitted by linear regression to the analytical model

presented in Section 22 and repeatedhere for reference:

v E^LQ^-V,,,)
(2.3.1)

After measurements on various wafers, it was found that the VdMt values obtained could accurately be

predicted by making the critical electric field parameter Ecrit dependent on both gate and substrate bias

while using the first-order BSIM1 threshold voltagemodel,
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V,,, =VTFB +PHra +Kl^/PHra^-rcfPHTO-V^ (2.3.2)

VFB, PHTF2, Kl, and K2 are parameters extracted in the normal Ida extraction process [Jen85, Jen87].

The best fit was obtained by using a linear fit in terms of the bias voltages,

E«i. (V^Vg.) = E^+E,^ Vg, +E^V,,, (2.3.3)

Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 clearly show the linear E^ dependency to Vg, and V^. The increase in Eait with

increasing gate or substrate bias correlates with previouslyestablished results [Sod84]. In that work, this

increase is attributed to electron mobility degradation causedby vertical fields, which in turn causes an

increase of the lateral field necessaryto velocity-saturate the channel electrons.

BSIMl.0

LSI

t.MtC "

P. SB

Jt -

X* *

ECRIT versus VGS vsscv?
H-100.0 L-2.00

=S:S8
-2.ea

rf'
'''*'

s>
e.ee

>/'-:

JK

t.sa 1.73 x.m a.a i.u t.n %jm ».a ».%t 3.73 4.m

VGS in vaits

Fig. 23 E^ versus Vgf (W s 100pm, L =2um, non-LDD NMOSFET). Extracted
values arerepresented by x's.

An additional modification was found to be needed to accurately extract the Eail parameters.

Because Eq. 2.3.1 becomes inaccurate for low gate bias, itwas found that E^ actually decreased before

increasing when plotted with increasing gate bias. Thus the program ignores all data that occur before
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Fig. 2.4 E^ versus V^ (W= 100pm, L =2jim, non-LDD NMOSFET).
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this minimum and uses data points only after itsenses apositive slope in E^.

Fig. 2.5 compares the simulated and measured value of WdUi using this method. Ascan beseen, the

predicted values correlate well with measured behavior.

2.33 Extraction of L

Once all measured VdMt values are known, lc can be extracted from measured I^fa values from

Eq. 2.2.7,

I

1j7= BT(V*"Vd«i)exp
Bile

Vd« _ Vdm
(2.3.4)

Ajand B;, constants from the electron impact ionization coefficient a n, are set at2 x 106 cm^ and 1.7

x 106 V/cm.
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B5IM1.0
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Fig. 2.5 Vd$at versus Vgs, with Vbl as the third parameter (W = 100 Jim, L =200nm,
non-LDD device). Data is represented by x's, while simulation is
represented by the solid lines.

Extensive measurements were done on NMOS enhancement devices for various processes, with

device sizes ranging from lOOjim to 4|im in width, and 20|im to 1.5|im in length. All data could not be

accurately predicted withoutmakinglc bias dependent After separating the various biaseffects, the best

form for lc was found to be

lc(Vb,.Vg,.Vd,) =yfe r!l+l2 \y^Tz\ 1
where

12 = Ic4 + I,

(2.3.5)

(2.3.6a)

(2.3.6b)

The "2" in the expression 1/ (Vgf + 2) and the "4" in 1/0^ - 4) were determined so that the

expressions would be valid for Vgs and V^ =0 while giving a good fit to data measured from a wide

variety of wafers. All data taken below a preset drain bias, Vdthresh, is ignored so that leakage current
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effects will not alter the extraction. Vj^^j, is set at 0.2 volts greater than the drain voltage where

IsutAis faUs 1° 10"8 onwe maximum gate bias contour.

The motivation behind using the forms inEqs. 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 can beseen from Figs. 2.6 - 2.8. These

plots show the effect of gate, drain, and substrate bias on extracted values of lc, lv and 12. The

importance of the cross-term parameters 1^ and lc7 can berealized by looking atFigs. 2.7 and 2.8. Note

that the slope of the measured curve is dependent on the substrate bias, Vbr Thus, a simple linear

relationship is not possible.
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Fig. 2.6 lc versus Vgl, with V^ as the third parameter (W =lOOjim, L=2jim, non-
LDD device).
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The inverse Vgl dependence of lc is used totake into account an observable substantial decrease of

Ijub (and therefore a non-linear increase ofy for low Vgs - VA (Fig. 2.6). This effect as well as the

inverse Vb> dependence may be qualitatively explained as being caused by the modulation of the

inversion layerthickness of the channelelectrons as a secondary effect in additionto the normal decrease

in channel charge. Aseithergateor substrate biasdecreases, more electrons flowin a lowerfield region

further away from the silicon-silicon dioxide interface. This results in lesselectrons experiencing

the critical field necessary for impact ionization, and therefore a greater decrease in substrate current

than that predicted by theory. This effect is more pronounced for shorter channel lengths and larger drain

voltages. At present, no theoretical derivation for this behavior has been published.

23A Creating Size-Independent Parameters

In parallel with the existing BSIM1 models, each of the 11 parameters are decomposed into three

size-independent parameters using the following relation:

Pi . P«/p - p + k + 2 (2.3.7)
1 ° Lmk-AL Wmk-AW

where P; represents each parameter, and P0, PL, and Pw represent its decomposition into size-

independent parameters. L^ and W^ are mask length and width, and AL and AW account for any

process bias that may be present The 33 size-independentparameters, with other statistical information,

are then stored in lines 29 to 39 of the process file. These parameters are then used to simulate the I-V

characteristics in the graphics playback mode for verification of fit.

233 Summary

After much analysis, it can be seen that theoretical derivations alone are not sufficient to explain

completely and accurately the device behavior observed. It is therefore necessary to empirically
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determine an expression that is strongly based upon theory but can also simulate accurately actual device

characteristics. In this way, device behavior can be predicted before the theory of that behavior has been

firmly established. The accuracy of this parameter extraction process is presented in the following

section.
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2.4 Experimental Results

Experimental measurements to test the accuracy of the substrate current extraction process were

performed on NMOS enhancement devices fabricated by various processes. The results presented here

are taken from both LDD and non-LDD devices with an oxide thickness of 285 A, an average substrate

doping of 5 x 1014 cm'3, and source and drain diffusion junction depths of 0.3 pm, and for the LDD

devices, n- region junction depths half as deep as that of the source and drain diffusions. The devices

measured have W/L dimensions (in microns) of 8/5, 6/5, 4/5, 4/4, 4/3, 4/2, and 4/1.5 for the non-LDD

devices, and 20/2.25, 6/2.25, 4/2.25, 4/3, 4/2, and 4/1.5 for the LDD devices. One size-independent

model parameter file per process is used to simulate current characteristics of all devices on the same die.

All measurements were accomplished usinga HewlettPackard9836 Computeracting as a controller

through the HPIB communicationsbus to a HP4145A Parametric Analyzer, which in turn was connected

to a probe station with metal shielding. A detailed description of the measurement setup is given in

[Jen85, Jen87], Two types of plots are available for the substrate current in graphics playback, ISUb/Ids

versus Vds and I8ub versus Vgs. Both types are presented in the following figures.

The first several figures present selected data from the non-LDD devices. Figs. 2.9 - 2.19 display

each of the 11 substrate parameters for all seven devices tested. Figs. 2.20 and 2.21 show log(Isub/Ids)

plotted against V^, while Figs. 2.22 and 2.23 show I8Ub versus Vgs plots for the 4/1.5 device. Figs. 2.24

through 221 display substrate current data and simulatedplaybackof the LDD device in similar fashion.

From the figures, it can be seen that the simulated curves predict quite closely the measuredcurrent

characteristics. Accuracy can be further improved if a parameter set extracted only from the device of

interest is used in the simulated playback. The fact that the simulations are accurate for various device

sizes using a single size-independent modelparameter set adds confidenceto the model.
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2.5 Conclusion

A parametric model of the substrate current has been incorporated into the BSIMl model. 11

additional parameters are introduced to model the various bias dependencies that exist, three to model

Vdut* a"** e*8ht to model lc. Each of the 11 parameters can then be decomposed into three size-

independent parameters in an identical manner with the other BSIMl parameters. The now 33 additional

parametersare then simply appended to the process file using the same format as before [Jen85,Jen87].

Two additional typesof plotshavebeen added to display the substrate current An Isub/Ids versus Vds

plot isavailable as well as an Isub versus VgJ graph showing distinctly the current peaking effect.

It has been shown experimentally that this substrate current model using one model parameter file

agrees well with actual data taken from devices of various dimensions and different technologies.

Chapter 3 will use this model to predict MOSFET device degradation in a circuit environment
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Appendix 2A: BSIM Substrate Current Users Guide

This brief outline describing the operation of the substrate current extraction portion of BSIM

assumes that the readeris already familiar withthe general operation of the program. All inputs required

from the user are directly analogous to the normal extraction process. For more information, refer to

[Jen85,Jen87].

After the normal and (if chosen) subthreshold extraction is completed, the program will prompt

whether substrate current extraction is desired (Fig. 2A1). Entering "n" or "N" will terminate the

extraction processand the program willcontinue normally as before through the graphicsroutines. If "y"

or "Y" is entered, then the substrate current extraction routine is entered.

•••BSIM EXTRACTION STATUS*"

PR0CES5- VDD-5.00 VOLTS
L0T" TEMP-27.00 DE6 C
WftFER" TOX-2B5.00 ANGSTROMS
DATE" XPOS- I YPOS- 1
OPERATOR- DEVICE-NCHANNEL
OUTPUT FILE-bsimout.TEXT UIOTH-8.00 MICRONS
PROBER FILE-amdprfile.TEXT LENSTH-5.00 MICRONS

MINUTES TO DIE COMPLETION-IS.1 MINUTES TO WAFER COMPLETION-IS.I
DEVICE EXTRACTION LOCATION XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX FINISHED
PRESENT DEVICE BSIM PARAMETERS
VFB—0.421 X2U0-0.002207
PHIF2-0.7U X2U1—0.000961
K1-0-567 X3U1-0.002651
K2-0.092 X2BETA0-0.000001
ETA—0.001 X2ETA-0.0029S8
BETA0-0.000089 X3ETA—0.000630
U0-0.053 BETA0SAT-0.000116
U1-0.074 X2BETA0SAT-0.000002
N0" X3BETA0SAT-0.000002
NO- NB«
|Are you interested in mbitratc current measurements and extractions^Y/N) >

Fig. 2A1 Prompt (at bottom of screen) to enter substrate current parameter extraction
portion of BSIMl.

The display that is now written onto the screen is similar to the previous status display except that

the substrate current parameters appear on the screen (Fig. 2A2). Extraction will proceed after the user
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has entered minimum and maximum substrate bias values. The program, as before, will indicate any

errors that occur and the time remaining until completion. After all measurements are completed and if

the user had not chosen the single device mode, the program will prompt whether the measurements are

satisfactory to continue the extraction. Once "y" or "Y" is entered, the substrate current parameters are

calculated and displayed on the screen. The program then continues by measuring the next device, or by

developing the model parameter file and entering either the parameter graphics routines or the current

playback routines according to the user's choice.

Substrate currentparameter graphics and current playback areviewed in analogous fashion with the

other parametersand currents.Thus the operationof the rest of the program is identical to that described

in [Jen85].

•••BSIM EXTRACTION STATUS*"

PROCESS- VOO-5.00 VOLTS
LOT- TEMP-27.00 DE6 C

WAFER- TOX-285.00 AN6STR0MS
DATE- XPOS- 1 YPOS- 1

OPERATOR- DEVICE-NCHANNEL

DUTPUT FILE-bsimout.TEXT UIOTH-8.00 MICRONS

PROBER FILE-andprfile.TEXT LEN6TH-5.00 MICRONS

MINUTES TO DEVICE COMPLETION-4 .6

DEVICE EXTRACTION LOCATION XXXXXXXXX FINISHED

PRESENT OEVICE BSIM SUBSTRATE PARAMETERS

LC0- LC7-

LC1- ECRIT0-

LC2- ECRIT6-
LC3- ECRITB-
LC4-

LC5-

LC6-

nestage from prooran-

♦..SUBSTRATE CURRENT MEASUREMENTS IN PR06RESS"*

Fig. 2A2 Substratecurrentmeasurement statusdisplay.
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Appendix 2B: Modifications To The BSIM Source Code

2B1: Procedures Added

1.Procedure substrate_status_display

This procedure displays the status of the substrate current measurements on the screen.

2. Procedure strmg_setup_measure_IBODYvsVDS

Similar to procedure string_setup_measure_IDSvsVGS, this procedure sets up the strings necessary

to measure substrate current

3. Procedure source_S€tup_measure_IBODYvsVDS

Similar to procedure source_setup_measure_IDSvsVGS, this procedure sends the strings necessary to

properly set up the 4145A.

4. Procedure measure_device_functionality_IBODYvsVDS

Similar to procedures source_setup_nchannel_device_functionality and

measure_device_functionality combined, this proceduredetermines whether the substrate is open- or

short- circuited to the source and drain.

5. Procedure chan_definition_device_functionaIity_IBODYvsVDS

Similar to procedure chan_definition_device_functionality, this procedure sets up the channel

definition page of the 4145A for the functionality test.

6. Procedure measure_and_reduce_IBODYvsVDS

This procedure contains two procedures within itself to measure substrate and drain current for the

extraction of lcandEaiv
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7. Procedure measure_IBODYvsVDS

The actual measurement of the substrate and drain curves are done.

8. Procedure reduceJffiODYvsVDS

Thisprocedure contains twoothers to reduce data to determine E^ and lc. The parameter extraction

forlc is also done.

9. Procedure measureandreducevdsat

Data to determine Vdsat parameters is reduced to valuesof Ec.

10. Procedure reduce_and__exrract_parameter_l

Data to determine lc is reduced, and the bias-dependent parameters for lcare extracted.

11. Procedure substrate_parameter_extraction

Extraction of the remaining 3 E^ parameters is done, and the 11 parameters are printed on the

screen.

12. Function bsimsimbody

Similarto function bsimsim, this function plotsthe Isut/Ids SraPns-

13. Procedure IBODYvsVDSjlata

Measurementfor I-V graphics playback for IsubA,js versusVds is performed.

14. Procedure channel__definition_for_IBODYvsVDS_data

Preliminary setup of the 4145A is done for data playback.
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15. Procedure stringsetupmeasurelBODYvsVDS

Bias voltage setups are written into strings.

16. Procedure source_setup_measure_IBODYvsVDS

Bias voltage setup strings are sent to the 4145A.

17. Proceduremeasure_IBODYvsVDS_data

The actual data measurement is done.

18. Procedure IBODYvsVGS_data

This procedure and its related subproceduresare analogous to procedure IBODYvsVDS_dataand its

related subprocedures (numbered 13-17 above) except that data measurement for Isub versus Vgs

graphics playback is done.

19. Procedure IBODYvsVD

This procedure generates the measured and simulated values for plotting Isut/Ids versus Vds in

logarithmic scale.

20. Procedure IBODYvsVG

This procedure generates the measured and simulated values for plotting Isub versus Vgs in linear

scale.

21. Procedure bsimtimerbody

Similar to procedure bsim.timer, this procedure keeps track of extraction time during substrate

current measurement.
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22. Procedure clear_yb

This procedure clears the second y-axis plot from the graphicspage so that data buffer overflow does

not occur on the HP4145A for measurements thatare doneafter the Isub/Ids measurements.

23. Procedure selectsubstratebias

Bias voltages for substrate current IV playback are selected by the user in this procedure.

24. Procedure errorcalculationsbody

This procedure is identical to procedure error_calculations except valid current levels for error

calculations are set according to minimum and maximum currents graphed in substrate current

analysis.

2B2: Procedures Modified

1. Procedure measuredevicedata

Substrate current measurement routine is added.

2. Procedure measuredevice

Substrate current error checking is added.

3. Procedure channeldefinitionforlDSvsVGSdata

This procedure now also sets up the 4145 A for substrate current measurements.

4. Procedure drawmenu

The options to plot Isub versus Vgs and log( Isub/Ids)versus Vds are added.

5. Procedure graphics

The substrate current plots are added.
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6. Procedure makejcyz_axis_labels

Labels for the 11 substrate parameters added.

7. Procedure page3

Choices for the 11 substrateparameters areadded.

8. Procedurestore_parametersjn_die_files

The substrate parameters areadded to the process file.

9. Procedureload_up_process_parameters

Array sizes increased to accommodate 11 more substrate parameters.

10. Procedure bsiml.O (MAIN BSIM PROGRAM)

Substrate current measurement enhancements added.
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CHAPTER 3: BERKELEY RELIABILITY TOOLS - CIRCUIT

AGING SIMULATOR

3.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the Circuit Aging Simulator (CAS) [Lee88], partof the BErkeley Reliability

Tools (BERT). CAS predicts hot-carrierdegradation of MOS devices undergoing dynamic operation in

circuits and can therefore predict the degraded behavior circuits would have after operating a user-

specified operating time. Used in conjunction with the SPICEcircuit simulator [Nag75, Val80, Qua89],

CAS uses the 1^ model developed in Chapter 2 with a device degradation model to calculate aged

model parameters for each device in a circuit With CAS, transistor sensitivity to circuit output no longer

becomes an issue, and since raw circuit behavior is simulated, the effect of hot-carrier degradation on any

aspect of the circuit can be studied.

CAS is a successor to SCALE1 (Substrate Current And Lifetime Evaluator) [Jen87, Kuo87a,

Kuo87b, Kuo88], which computes device-level degradation information such as the Igub waveform and

device lifetime. CAS incorporates the structureand models of SCALE: 1) the system is configured in a

pre- and post-processor fashion external to SPICE so that no modifications to SPICE is necessary; and 2)

transient substrate current waveforms and device lifetimes can still be calculated. In fact, SCALE has

become a wholly enclosed subset of CAS, so that SCALE commands will also work in CAS. A new

quantity, Age, is introduced to quantify the amount of degradation each device suffers. The age includes

extracted degradation parameters, the device width, and the substrate and drain currents. Device

parameters corresponding to the user-specified future time point are then calculated by comparing the

ages calculated for the circuit devices to that ofdevices at varying degreesof stress with model parameter

sets associated with each different stress level. The newly created"aged" model parameters files are then

used to simulate the circuit In these simulations (as well as in the device lifetime simulations), two

assumptions are made: 1) the SPICE analysis must be a transient analysis since aging is based on time;

and 2) circuit behavior is assumed to be periodic with the period equal to the length of the SPICE

'Early versions were calledSCALP (SubstrateCurrent And Lifetime Processor).
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analysis (i.eM the waveforms of theinput output and all internal voltage nodes are assumed to repeat the

pattern simulated in the SPICE run up to theuser-defined future time point).

Using the pre- and post-processor directly allows maximum flexibility, but for added convenience

andautomation, a shell script program hasbeendeveloped for the UNIX environment The menu-driven

shell program eliminates the use of long UNIX piping and re-direction commands necessary when the

three simulators (pre-processor, post-processor, and SPICE) are used together. An added option enables

iterative aging simulation so thatongoing circuit degradation canbe taken intoaccount.

CAS hasbeen configured to use SPICElevel 1,2, and3 models as well as the BSIMl model (level 4

model inSPICE3)2. Anymixture of the models can be used inthe SPICE input deck.

Presently, verification hasbeen obtained mainly for thedominant NMOSFET degradation. Although

research is still incomplete concerning PMOSFET degradation models, a preliminary version has been

incorporated. More complete modelswill be included in future versions of CAS oncethey areavailable.

Section 3.2 and 3.3 outlines the NMOSFET device lifetime model and aging models, respectively,

while Section 3.4 describes a preliminary degradation and aging model for PMOSFET devices. Section

3.5 includes information on system configuration, program installation, and program usage (including a

command summary and simulation example), and Section 3.6 describes the UNIX shell script which

enhances the capabilities andconvenience of running BERT. Section 3.7 presents a simulation casestudy

on CMOS clocked digital registers, and Section 3.8 provides experimental verification of CAS. Section

3.8 contains a programmers guide to aid in adding new models to BERT as a whole and BERT-CAS.

Finally, the chapter ends with a conclusion, literature references, and a list of CAS error messages that

may be encountered during simulations.

The other modules of BERT consist of the Circuit Oxide Reliability Simulator (CORS) and an

electromigration simulator. Information concerning these reliability simulators are contained in the

^o use BSIMl in SPICE2 requires aspecial version ofSPICE2G.6 [She85, Jen87].
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BERT manuals [Ros90] and [Lie90a] respectively, as well as in the conference papers [Ros89] and

[Lie90b].

This chapter assumes that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of the SPICE circuit

simulator. The reader is encouraged to consult the SPICE user's manual [Qua89] for more information.

[Jen87] is alsorecommended for more informationconcerning the BSIMl model.
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3.2 NMOSFET Device Degradation Model

3.2.1 Introduction

This section outlines the models used to calculate dynamic NMOSFET device degradation. This

model implementation differs from that in SCALE described in [Jen87] in that a bias-dependent n

parameter can now be used. A more detailed background of the model is given in [Hu85]. Becauseof

the various stressing methodologies thatexist the recommended methodology for degradation parameter

extraction for CAS is specified. Finally, AC enhanced degradation and how it affects CAS results are

discussed.

3.2.2 Model Equations and Implementation

Device degradation is typically measured by the amount of drain current degradation AIds/Ids0,

transconductance degradation Ag^g^ , or threshold voltage shift AV^ that occurs. They all exhibit the

same power law behavior with respect to time. Here we will generalize the degradation by using the

symbol AD. AD may be interchangeably replaced by any of the three degradation parameters in the

following equations.

Under DC static stressing conditions, the amount of degradation as a function of time is given by

[Hu85]

AD = Atn (3.2.1)

where

rids
A = C ^*xp(-Vq*E«n) (3.2.2)

where 4>it is the critical energy required for the creation of interface traps, X is the electron mean free

path, ^ is the maximumlateral channel field, W is thedevice width,andn andC{ are dependent on the

processing technology. Also from [Hu85],
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lsub-r—= C2exp(-4»i/qAEm)
*ds

44-

(3.2.3)

where <>{ is the critical energy required for impact ionization and C2 is a process technology constant

Eq. 32.3 can be re-arranged in the following manner

exp(-<|>it/q^m) =exp(-4>i/qXEm)V*1 =
f Isub

C^ds
(3.2.4)

m =

*i

By substituting the exponential term in Eq. 3.2.2 with Eq. 3.2.4 and merging all constants into the

parameter H, we can obtain

A = iTTTTTl-r^l I (3.2.5)•Wfeft
where n, m and H are extracted parameters and are dependent on device processing technology. The

degradation parameters m and H are also dependent on the gate-drain bias voltage Vgd [Kuo87b,

Kuo88]. Thus, the expression for devicedegradation from Eq. 3.2.1 becomes

AD LwH[ldsJ J1 (3.2.6)

From Eq. 3.2.6, wecan obtain the expression for DC device lifetime t from the fact that ADf =A xn (ADf

is the amount of degradation at which device lifetime is defined):

(3.2.7)

B = HAD,1"

In CAS, to calculate the device degradation quasi-statically for a device undergoing dynamic operation,

we do the following. To calculate the total AD that occurs in the SPICE analysis, we need to calculate

AD during each timestep At of the analysis. We assume that all parameters and currents are constant

during this timestep andare equal to their values at the beginning of the timestep. Let us number each

time period 1,2,... with differing A coefficients A,, A2,... and n values nlt n2 ,... because of the variations

of the degradation parameters and currentsthat occur fordifferent times.

T = BWIsub-«nidsn»-l

1/h
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Starting from the beginning of the analysis, AD occurring in the first timestep is merely AD(tj) =

AtAt11!, since no degradation has occurred before this timestep. To calculate AD of the next timestep,

however, we need toconsider the amount of degradation that occurred before it in this case equal to A,

At°i. Since AD of the present timestep depends only on the magnitude of the previous current degradation

and not on the stressing history, we can introduce another variable, t\ that represents the time it would

take the device to experience this previous degradation but at the present current level and parameter

value. In other words, in the presentexample, we can introducea t' such that

AD^) a A^i = A2fn2 (3.2.8)

We can then directly add the times to get the total degradation up to the present timestep:

AD(t2) =A2(t' + At)n2 (3.2.9)

Note that we cannot directly add the degradation of the two time periods together (AjAtni + A2Atn2)

because Eq. 3.2.1 only applies to DC stressingwhere A and n are constant and a perfectly fresh device is

assumed at t = 0.

Using (3.2.8) to solve for t\ we can substitute t' in (3.2.9) and obtain

'AD^)1^
AD(t2) = A2

A2
+ At

°2
= [AD(t1)I/h2 +A21M2 At]^ (3.2.10)

Eq. 3.2.10 thus states that the total degradation up to the present timestep canbe found from thatof

the previous timestep and from the present currents and degradation parameters. In CAS, Eq. 3.2.10 is

applied successively to each timestep to find thetotal devicedegradation of the SPICEanalysis.

To calculate the device lifetime 1, we now need to calculate the length of time needed for the

degradation to equal a user-defined value, ADf. As mentioned in the introduction, it is assumed that all

waveforms simulated in the SPICE analysis is repeated until ADfis reached. If the length of the SPICE

analysis is denoted by T, then we need to find N such that

N = * (3.2.11)
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where N equals the number of repetitions of the SPICE analysis necessary for AD = ADf. For each

SPICE analysis, wecanassign an effective A= A^ andaneffective n = neff suchthat

AD(T) = A^T** (3.2.12)

Sinceeach time periodof length T is now identical (since the waveforms are now periodic), finding AD

reverts back to theDCstressing case where A^ and n^ areconstant Thus, by substituting i and T in

Eq. 32.11 with Eq. 3.2.12, we get

N =

or

ADf1/h«fr

AD(T)1/hetr

Aeff

ADr

[AD(T)J

IAi.

T = TN = T
AD,

LaekdJ

'off

l/h.

(3.2.13)

Conversely, to find the amount ofdegradation ata certain specified future time tsp, Eq. 3.2.13 can be re

arranged so that

ADO^ =ADO) ^» cff {32M)
To find A^ and n^, we need to use Eq. 3.2.12 with two different AD values because of the two

unknown parameters involved. TheAD calculation ofEq. 3.2.10 is thus extended to double the length of

the original SPICE analysis so that AD(T) and AD(2T) can then be used to find A^ and neff.

323 Substrate Current Model

The substrate current model is an empirical model developed for the BSIMl parameter extraction

program discussed in Chapter 2. Thismodel is used for all SPICE models. The following is a summary

of theequations andparameters used. Refer to [Jen87] andChapter 2 for more detailed information.

X«ib = TrVvd,-vdsat)exP
Bile

Vds " Vdsat

where
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v EcntL(Vg,-Vj
V^-EcritL +Vg8-Vth

Ecrii = EcritO +Ecri.gVgs +EcritbVbs

and

-47

•c =

Aj = 2 x 102 1/pm for NMOS devices

= 1 x 103 1/nmfor PMOS devices

Bj = 1.7 x 102 V/jim for NMOS devices

= 3.7 x 102 V/ujn forPMOS devices

Thus, there arc 11 additional parameters (E^, E^, Ecritb, 1^, lcl, lc2, lc3, lc4, 1^, 1^, lc7). In its

simplest form, however, only 1^ and Ecril0 need to be specified, in which case the model simplifies to the

physicalIsub model [Cha84, Sod84]:

ll =

Jsub = B^dstVds-Vdsat^P

where

v Eerily.,-V*)
tol"EclML+Vg,.VIh

B5Ln«Jti'cOA^ox

"ds " *dsat

See section 3.5.4 for default values.
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3.2.4 New Degradation Parameters

The implementation of the degradation and device lifetime model introduces three parameters, each

with two coefficients tomodel their behavior with respect to Vgd. The three parameters, H, m, and n,

are implemented as follows:

H =Ho+ HgdVgd

m ss m0+mgdVgd

n = no + ngdVgd

The bias dependence of H and m on V. implemented here correlate with the results found in

[Kuo87b, Kuo88], while the bias dependence of n on Vgd has not been experimentally verified and is

thus implemented only as an approximation to what it may be in reality.

It should be mentioned that the these degradation parameters must be extracted by separate device

stressing measurements and added manually to the model parameter file when using any SPICE model

(BSIMl included). More information on creating the modified model parameter file is given in Section

3.5.

323 Device Stressing Methodology

There are several possible techniques in doing device stressing to extract the device degradation

parameters listed in the previous section. The variations concern both the quantity that is monitored,

such as Isub or I^t/I^, and what type ofdevice stressing is used, such asconstant voltage, constant Isub,

or constant field (constant I,ub fl^).

Eq. 3.2.6 of Section 3.2.2 suggests that constant field stressing (constant Isub/Ids) should be used to

extract consistent degradation parameters. This condition implies that the rate of degradation is

minimally affectedby the degradation of devicebehavior as stressing proceeds [Cho87]. For instance, for

the constant voltage case, as the device degrades, the current levels flowing in the device will change
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with time. Thus, theactual stressing condition, which depends onthe electric field in thedevice, will also

change with time.

Eq. 3.2.7 implies that to extract m and H, device lifetime should be plotted with the current ratio

^b^ds rather than 1,^ alone. By re-arranging Eq. 3.2.7, we can obtain the following expression:

l.i .. n.
f-w "\

tublds

W
= HADfto

Id,
(3.2.15)

If we plot Eq. 3.2.15 in log-log format we can find m from the slope and H from the intercept This

method is preferred since it corresponds directly with theory [Hu85, Wer86], correlates well with device

degradation for a wider range of device sizes and stressing biases [Cha88], and relates directly to the

amount of interface traps formed [BeI89].

Because the parameters m and Hare Vgd dependent as mentioned in the previous section, devices

used to extract one m and H pair should be stressed at the same Vgd value. Separate sets of devices

should then be stressed at different V dbiases if the Vgd -sensitivity terms are desired.

One difficulty with doing device stressing based on Isub/Ids is obtaining a wide range of Isub/Ids

values to create the plot described by Eq. 3.2.15, since Isub and Ids tend to track one another as the

stressing condition is changed. A wider spread of data points can be obtained by using the more

traditional x versus 1^ plot This method is equivalent to the method based on \^d% if the stressing

gate voltage is unchanged for the stressed set of devices (constant Vgs implies constant Ids since the

device is biased in the saturation region, hence constant 1^ implies constant I^h/Id,). However, the Vgd

sensitivity terms cannot be extracted since in keeping the stressing gate voltage constant, Vgd must be

necessarily varied to change the stressing conditions. Thus, this method can be somewhat easier to

implement at a slight cost in extraction accuracyof the degradation parameters.
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32.6 Enhanced AC Degradation

There have been several publications describing enhanced hot-carrier degradation from AC effects

[Wer86, Cho87, Aur89]. These effects can be categorized into two waveform cases, the "good" and the

"bad" case. The "bad" waveform, known to cause the greatest enhanced AC degradation, corresponds to

the case where there isa sudden and deep fall of Vg$ in the presence of high Vds [Cho87], while the

"good" waveform corresponds to all other cases. Although certain published reports show enhanced

degradation at the device level even in the "good" case [Wer86, Aur89], we have not seen this

enhancement on the circuit level for inverter-class waveforms which are classified as the "good" case

(Section 3.8). We thus believe the quasi-static model presented here is valid for this "good" class of

waveforms (which represent the majority of waveforms encounteredin circuits).

In case the "bad" waveform is encountered, a warning is issued when the following criteria aremet:

l)Vg8 fall>3V

2) vd,- Vd$al > 4V during the Vgs fall.

3)dVgs/dt >10V/U5

If this situation is encountered, themodels presented in this section (as well as theaging model described

in the next section) are susceptible to underestimation of the hot-carrier degradation. A model to take

thisenhanced degradation intoaccount will be implemented in a future version of CAS.

32.7 Summary

A physically-based device degradation model hasbeen presented in this section. Because of their

same power law behavior with respect to time, current degradation, transconductance degradation, and

threshold voltage shift can be calculated by directly replacing the AD term in the preceding equations

with the appropriate parameter. Eq. 3.2.10, 3.2.13 and 3.2.14 are the actual equations implemented in

CAS.

The next section will describe theimplementation of circuit aging for NMOSFETS in CAS.
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33 NMOSFET Circuit Aging Model

33.1 Introduction

This section describes the models and formulation used to generate the aged model parameters at the

user-specified future time point A new parameter, Age, is introduced to quantify the amount of

degradation each device experiences in a circuit environment. This Age parameter is then used as the

basis in finding the aged model parameters.

3.3.2 Model Formulation

To determine the amount of degradation that occurs in a device, we must look back at the

degradation equations of Section 3.2. Since the amount of degradation depends on the stressing condition

as well as on time, an Age parameter solely based on time cannot be used. From Eq. 3.2.6 of Section

3.2, we can describe this degradation by the form

AD = f(Atn) = f (3.3.1)

where in this case we have generalized the relationship of the degradation to At" by some monotonic

function f (the aging concept does not require an explicit form for f, as we shall see shortly). We can thus

introduce an Age variable that is related to this degradation as well as being linearly dependent on time:

AD = f(Agen)

I " 'a lds
Age = WH Id.

(3.3.2)

Eq. 3.3.2 has all the information necessary - degradation parameters, currents, and time - and is

geometry-independent During circuit simulation,the Age is calculated for each device at each timestep,

then integrated to obtain the total Age of the SPICE analysis,

T

Aged) = yHi l-r- * (3.3.3)
1=0
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where T is, as before, the length of the SPICE analysis. The age that each device would have at the user-

specified time Tage isjust

Age(Tage) = Age(T)

The list of ages for every device in the circuit is stored in an external file called "agetable" to be used for

the creationof aged model parameters.

To create these aged model parameters, CAS needs a set of model parameter files extracted from the

same device but at different levels of degradation. Hie principle behindthe system is as follows:

(1) The user extracts model parameters from a fresh device, followed by extractions of the same

device after it hasbeen DC-stressed fordifferent lengthsof time.

(2) The user calculates the Age of each of the extracted set of modelparameters by using Eq. 3.3.2.

This is relativelystraightforward since the stressing conditions areknown.

(3) CAS simulates the desired circuit and calculates the Age that each device in the circuit would

haveif the SPICE analysis is repeated up to the user-specified future time point

(4) CAS compares the Age of each device in the circuit with that of the stressed model parameter

files of step (1), and calculates the new aged model parameters of the devices in the circuit by

interpolation or regression.

The concept of calculating the aged parameter set is graphically given in Fig. 3.1. The barrels

represent the fresh and pre-stressed model parameter files with ages Agelf Ag^ , etc., with the age of

the circuit device (calculated by CAS) denoted by Age. Typically the age of the circuit device will lie

between two of the pre-stressed model parameter sets. The user has the choice to specify whether

interpolation is used (as shown in Fig. 3.1),or whether regression is desired. In bothcases, the user also

has a choice of whether to perform the analysis in the linear-linear, linear-log, or log-log domain.

Generally, log-log is notrecommended if the devices in the circuit have very small ages.

fT1age
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Fig. 3.1 Calculation of the aged parameter from pre-stressed model parameter sets. The barrels
represent the various model parameter sets with different ages Agelt Age^ etc., while
thein-circuit device suffers degradation represented by Age.

The reason we have generalized the relationship between degradation and Atn in Eq. 3.3.1 by a

monotonic function f now becomes clear. Because wedid not assume any functional form for the model

parameters versus Age, no explicit function f forEq. 3.3.1 is assumed.

For BSIMl parameter extractions, if multiple device extractions are done tocreate size-independent

process files, every device that will beused to construct one size-independent process file must be subject

to the same amount of degradation when doing stressing so that the extraction of each set of stressed

process files willconsist of devices with thesame Age. Since it is difficult to set the same current level

for each device, it is recommended that once a current level is set the stressing time for each device

should be varied to obtain the same Age. In general, this method is not recommended because of its

complexity.

Asa final note, some precautions. First, in its present implementation, the Age expression does not

support a bias-dependent n parameter. A constant n (ngd =0) value should be used for all aging

-53
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As a final note, some precautions. First in its present implementation, the Age expression does not

support a bias-dependent n parameter. A constant n (ngd = 0) value should be used for all aging

simulations. Secondly, the susceptibility to enhanced AC degradation discussed in Section 3.2.6 equally

applies to circuit aging.

333 Summary

In this section we have introduced the concept of Age to generate degraded model parameters for

NMOSFETs for the simulation of circuits at a user-specified future time point The next section will

describe a preliminary degradation and aging model for PMOS devices.
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1) postbert.c: This file contains all the main routines of BERT.

2) readpar.c: This file contains routines that read various transistor information and obtain model

parameters from the rwmdxfiles.

3) degcalcc: This file contains the 1^, Igtte, and degradation models for CAS.

4) mo&c: This file contains all the drain current models (SPICE Level 1,2,3, and 4 (BSIM1)).

5) outputc: This file contains all the routines used for CAS output file printout

6) postddb.c, nrcalcs.c: These files contain all CORS-related routines.

7) postern l.c, postem2.c: These files contain all routines associated with the electromigration

module.

8) postmiscc: This file contains miscellaneousroutines used by the rest of the program.

9) bertpo.h, bertpo2.h: These files contain the global variable declarations of postberL bertpo.h

contains all variable declarations and is included only in postbertx. All

variables in bertpo2.h are declared as extern variables and are used for

the other source files.

10) tdbpodef.h: This file contains the variable declarations for CORS.

11) empodef.h: This file contains the variable declarations for the electromigration module.

When adding new modules to postbert, these guidelines should be followed:

1) Declare global flagging variables in the variable declaration files bertpo.lt and bertpo2.h (declare

as extern in bertpo2.h).

2) Add module to the main routine.

3) Add search for new keywords in rawsub file in the routine FindlnfoQ in the main routine5.

3FindInfoO isimbedded inReadPuametersO inreadparx in Version 1.0.
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4) Each module should be written in its own source code file, with any variables specific to the

module declared in its own variable declarations file.

5) Within each module, the file rawoutl should be read for calculations purposes, rawoutl should

be copied unaltered to rawoutl except for items requested by the module itself in prebert that are

no longer necessary. However, care must be taken not to delete information that will be used by

any subsequent modules (for example, voltage node printouts are used by both CAS and CORS;

although CAS usually deletes the printout, it will save them in rawoutl if CORS is requested;

CORS then does the deletion). Any information that needs to be added to the output file should

be stored in a separate file. Finally, rawout2 should be copied to rawoutl before the module is

exited.

6) The last item to take care of is to append the module's output file to rawoutl in the main routine

after all modules have been executed.

3.9J Adding New Models In CAS While Using SPICE

Adding new models into the CAS portion of BERT involves more effort than incorporating a new

module because new models require new parameters, which mean new keywords must be searched for

and new data structures must be created. However, the necessary routines can be created in parallel with

the existing routines for the present models.

Firstof all, in prebert, no modification is necessary if the device model parameters are to be declared

in the usual 'jnodel' format If the model parameter format is unlike that of SPICE or BSIMl, a

translator routine such as ProcModSubO in procsubx must be written to translate the format to a form

recognizable by SPICE. Note that the new model that is implemented must also be implemented in

SPICE.

In postbert, the formulation of the new model should be added as a routine to the file mos.c for drain

current models, and degcalc.c for models involved with device degradation (including substrate and gate

currents). Once these have been added, the routines involving calculation of currents should be used in
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the routineCalculateCurrentsO in postbertx, while routines involved with calculating device degradation

shouldbe includedin SubAnalysisO in postbertx in similar fashion to the existing degradation routines.

The new model parameters should be appended to the existing TmArray data structure in the

variable declaration files bertpo.h and bertpo2.h. A new routine in parallel with ReadParametersO

shouldbe created in readparx to recognize new parameter keywordsand load the model parameters into

the appropriate variables. A routine similar to BSIMsetupO and SPICEsetupO shouldbe created to assign

default values to parameters not assignedexplicidy.

Fig. 3.50 shows the algorithm in agex usedin prebert to calculate aged model parameters for each

transistor listed in the agetable. After general memory allocation (MemAllocO), the SPICE input file is

read to find the files listed in the AGEPROC command (GetAgeCardsO). The agetable is read by

GetDevAgeO. and then the loop to calculate the aged model parameters for each device listed in the

agetable begins. The appropriate pre-stressed model parameter files are loaded in ReadAgeParO. and a

check is made to see what model is used. The routines BSGenAgeParmO and SPGenAgeParmO do the

actual calculation to find the aged model parameter set from the pre-stressed model parameters and

device age, and the newly-created parameters are placed in the AGEX files. Memory space is freed for

use by the next loop if more devices remain in the agetable. Once all aged model parameters have been

found for alldevices, then GenlnpDeckO takes the original SPICE input file and creates a modified input

deck inpdeck for use with the new aged parameter sets.

The aging portion of CAS uses separate data structures for the BSIMl model and the other SPICE

models. In addition, separate data structures are used for the pre-stressed model parameters and

calculated aged model parameters. For new models, new structures should be created, and the routine

ReadAgeParO must be modified to load the new parameters. New aged-parameter extraction routines

specific to the model should be written (as indicated in the dotted box in Fig. 3.50). The extraction

routines written for the SPICELevel 1,2, and3 modelsarethe best routines to follow when creating the

new routines.
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START

MemAllocO

GetAgeCardsO

GetDevAgeQ

ReadAgeParO <- -

BSGenAgeParmO

BSFreeMemQ

Agetable

Pre-stressed

Model Parameters

SPGenAgeParmO

AGEX SPICEFreeMemO

SPICE Input Deck

GenlnpDeckO

END Inpdeck

;Add New Modeh

AGEX

Fig. 3.50 Algorithm implemented in agex of prebert to calculate aged model
parameters from pre-stressed model parameters and device age.
Symbols have the same meaning as in Figs. 3.48 and 3.49.
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3.9.4 Modifying BERT To Work With Other Circuit Simulators

BERT, in its present form, cannot be used with any other circuit simulator except for SPICE2G.6,

SPICE3B1, and SPICE3C1 because of its use of specific keywords and patterns to recognize input deck

commands and output file information. All parsing routines for both prebert and postbert must be

checked to make sure the correct keywords are searched, while all output routines in prebert must be

examined to verify the formats are correct These routines are generally interspersed throughout prebert

but are isolated to the routines (and subroutines of) ReadVoltageO. TddbModelO. and EMPostO in

postbertx in postbert

3.9.5 Debugging Options in BERT

To use the UNIX C debuggers (such as dbx), alter the top-levelMakefile so that CFLAGS is defined

as '-g' (to include the symbolic table used for debugging) rather than '-0' (optimized for execution). For

current debugging purposes in CAS, delete the comment symbols surrounding the definition of the

constant •DEBUGCUR' near the beginning of postbertx.

3.9.6 Summary

This section has provided some hints and guidelines to follow when adding new modules to BERT,

new models to CAS, and when use of a different circuit simulator besides SPICE is desired. Generally,

addingnew modules to BERTis relatively simple because of the modular structure. Adding new models

to CAS involves more effort because of the new model parameters that need to be recognized.

Modifying BERT to be used for non-SPICE circuit simulators involves modifying input parsing and

output routinesand requiresa varying degreeof effort depending upon how similar the circuit simulator

is to SPICE.
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3.10 Conclusion

We have presented a hot-electron reliability simulator CAS which is a part of the BERT reliability

simulator system. Used in conjunction with the SPICE circuit simulator, CAS can calculate various

degradation information for individual devices in a circuit undergoing dynamic operation. For instance,

by using the device lifetime option, hot spots in the circuit can be easily pin-pointed. More importantly,

CAS can predict the behavior of circuits that have undergonehot-carrier degradation for a user-specified

length of time. With this tool, VLSI design engineers will be able to better understand the degradation

and reliability performance of their circuits.
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APPENDIX 3A: CAS Error Messages

The following list contains the errormessagesof the pre- and post-processor of BERT-CAS and the

BERT shell script including the routine name in which they occur. Error codes in the 'Cxx:' format are

CAS errors, those in the 'Bxx:' format are BERT shell script errors. Furthermore, for CAS, two-digit

codes represent pre-processing errors while three-digit codes represent post-processing errors. Error

codes for CORS and the electromigration simulatorare in the format Txx:' and Tsxx:', respectively. See

[Ros90] and [Lie90a] for a list oferrormessages for the two simulators.

BERT-CAS Pre-processor Errors:

prebertc:

ArgU:

C01: No input file specified!

C02: Cannot open input file!

C03: Specified option not valid!

C04: Incorrect option or file specification!

PreFilten

C05: Missing .processcommand in the input deck!

C06: Missing .ageproccommand in the input deck!

C07: Missing .age command in the input deck!

FindTsub:

C08: Invalid .printisubor .plotisub command!

Findlgate:

C09: Invalid .printigate or .plotigate command!

GetDelta:

CIO: No lifetime criteria given for the .deltavt command!

CI 1: No lifetime criteriagiven for the .deltaidcommand!

C12: No lifetime criteria given for the .deltagm command!
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GetAge:

C13: No future time given for the .agecommand!

C14: Incorrect format for the future time given in the .agecommand!

AgeDcg:

C15: No future time given for the <command> command!

C16: Incorrect format forthe future timegivenin the<command> command!

FindProc:

C17: Cannotopen rawinpl file!

C18: Insufficient memoryspace. Reducethe number of modelparameter files!

C19: Incorrect .process command format!

C20: Too many model parameter files!

C21: No model parameter file(s) specified!

C22: Missingor incorrect model parameter filename specified!

CreatelnpFile:

C23: Insufficient memory space. Too many transistors!

C24: Cannot open one of the rawmodel files!

FindlsublgateOut:

C25: Invalid .printisub,.plotisub, .printigate, or .plotigatecommand!

SubstituteLine:

C26: No transistor model name specified!

procsub.c:

Proc2ModSub:

C27: Insufficient memory space!

C28: Cannot open model parameter file <modelparameter filenames-!

C29: Errorin readingmodel parameter file!

C30: Illegal header line in model parameter file!

CreateRawprocess:

C31: Insufficient memory space!

C32: Illegal header line in model parameterfile!

C33: Parameters for BSIMl model missing in model parameter file!
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ChkModel:

C34: Cannot open model parameter file <model parameter filename>!

C35: Cannot write into temporary model parameter file <model parameter filename>!

C36: No MOS model parameters in the specified model parameter file!

getdata:

C37: Premature end of file reading BSIMl model parameter file!

premiscc:

OpenlnpFile:

C38: Cannot open rawinpl file!

OpenRaw:

C39: Cannot open rawsub file!

getvalue:

C40: Insufficient memory space in readingin BSIMl parameters!

C41: Premature end of file reading BSIMl model parameter file!

age.c:

MemAlloc:

C42: Insufficient memory space!

GetAgecards:

C43: Insufficient memory space!

C44: Incorrect .ageproc command format!

C45: Insufficient memory space. Too many model parameter files!

GetDevAge:

C46: Cannot open agetable!

C47: Insufficient memory space!

C48: Insufficient memory space. Too many aged transistors!

ReadAgePan

C49: Insufficient memory space!
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C50: Incorrect .processcommand format!

C51: Cannotopen model parameter file<model parameter filename>!

C52:Cannot open .ageproc model parameter file <modelparameter filename>!

C53: Illegal headerline in model parameter file <modelparameter filename>! '

C54: Mixtureof SPICEandBSIM models in same .ageproc command not allowed!

BSIMGetParm:

C55: Insufficient memory space!

C56: Illegalheaderline in model parameter file <modelparameter filename>!

SPICEGetParm:

C57: Insufficient memory space!

C58: Invalid model name declared in model parameter file!

C59: Invalid model type declaredin model parameter file!

ParmExt:

C60: Not enough pre-stressed model parameter files for model <model name>!

C61: Not enough pre-stressed model parameter files for model <model name>!

GenlnpDeck:

C62: Insufficient memory space!

bsimextc:

GetWLparm:

C63: Insufficient memory space. Too many model parameter files!

BSRegress:

C64: Not enough pre-stressedmodel parameter files!

PreRegress:

C65: Unable to do log-log regression to find aged parameters!

BSInterp:

C66: Insufficient memory space!
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Prelnterp:

C67: Pre-stressed model parameter files not ordered from least to most aged!

C68: Method of interpolation not specified!

Ieastsq2:

C69: Least square approximation failed due to bad parameter data!

Ieastsq2_2vars:

C70: Least square approximation failed due to bad parameter data!

Ieastsq3b:

C71: Least squares approximation reduction failed due to small pivot!

spextc:

SPICERegress:

C72: Insufficient memory space!

C73: Not enough pre-stressed model parameter files!

SPICEInterp:

C74: Insufficient memory space!

SPGenAgeParm:

C75: Cannot write aged model parameter files in present directory!

BERT-CAS Post-processor errors:

postbertx:

main:

C100: Could not open SPICE output file!

C101: Could not create 'rawout' file!

C102: Cannot open rawoutl file!

ErrorCheck:

C103: Cannot open rawsub file!
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SubAnalysis:

C104: Cannot open agetable!

C105: Insufficient memory space!

C106:Could not open Itest' file!

AddSubParam:

C107: Insufficientmemory space. Too manymodel parameter files!

C108: BSIMl interconnectmodel parameters could not be found!

C109: JEND command is missing from the input file!

MemAUoc:

CI 10: Timestep too small in reading voltage values!

CHI: Insufficient memory space. Too manytimesteps!

ReadVoltage:

CI 12: Voltage printoutfor substrate current analysis not found!

CI 13:Division by zero in readingvoltages!

CI 14: Timesteps too small in reading voltages!

readpar.c:

Findlnfo:

CI 15: Invalidspice type specification!

CI 16: .trancard missing!

ObtainTrans:

CI 17: Insufficient memory.Too many Isub- or Igate-requested transistors!

CI 18: Insufficientmemory space. Too many transistors!

ObtainModelCards:

CI 19:Cannot open rwmd<x> file!

C120: Insufficient memory!

C121: Insufficientmemory. Too many modelparameter files!
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BSIMsetup:

C122: Division by zero in BSIMl parameter calculation!

SPICEsetup:

C123:Nsub<Ni!

C124: Effective channel length less than zero!

ObtainPMOSDegPan

C142: Insufficient memory!

C125: Invalid parameterin .pmosdeg command!

bsiml.c:

BSIMevaluate:

C126: Phi is negative in BSIMl (Level 4) model!

C127: Phi = 0 in BSIMl (Level 4) model!

C128: Vdd = 0 in BSIMl (Level 4) model!

C128: Vdd = 0 in BSIMl (Level 4) model!

C129: Non-positive mobility given in BSIMl (Level 4) model!

degcalcc:

BSIMDeltaVth:

C130: Degradation of transistor m<xx> too large!

outputc:

PlotSubCurrent:

C131: Insufficient memory space. Too many timesteps!

C132: Timestep too small to plot substratecurrent!

C133: Substrate current too large to plot!

PrintSubCurrent:

CI34: Insufficient memory space. Too many timesteps!

C135: Timestep too small to print substrate current!

PlotGateCurrent:

C136: Insufficient memory space. Too many timesteps!
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C137: Timestep too small to plot gatecurrent!

C138: Gate current too large to plot!

PrintGateCurrent:

C139: Insufficient memory space. Too many timesteps!

C140:Timestep too small to printgatecurrent!

postmiscc:

OpenRaw:

C141: Cannot open the rawsub file!

BERT Shell Script Errors:

ageconv.c:

main:

B01: Cannot open agetable!

B02: Cannot open rawagetable!

B03: Cannotcreaterawtempage file!

agefiltc:

main:

B04: Cannot open SPICE input file!

B05: Cannot create SPICE input file!

B06: Temporary file is missing!

B07: Cannot open temporary file!

convinp.c:

main:

B08: Cannot open input file!

B09: Cannot open inpdeck file!

BIO: Cannot create intermediate file!

Bll: Not enough memory!

B12: Improper age given in .age command!

ChangeModelName:
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B13: Model parameter file not found!

B14: Cannot write into directory!

copyprocc:

main:

B15: Cannot open input file!

B16: Cannot create intermediate file!

B17: Not enough memory!

B18: Prematureend-of-file in input deck!

delprocc:

main:

B19: Cannot open 'rawpfile'!
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CHAPTER 4: RELATING CMOS INVERTER LIFETIME TO DC

HOT-CARRIER LIFETIME OF NMOSFETS

4.1 Introduction

Previous chapters have presented methods to predict circuit-level hot-carrier degradation using the

Circuit Aging Simulator (CAS) in conjunction with SPICE. Using simulators such as CAS is imperative

when accurate prediction of circuit degradation for a wide variety of circuits and waveforms is necessary.

However, for purposes of quick estimation, this chapter provides a pragmatic, albeit incomplete and

tentative, answer to an urgent question: how to relate DC device lifetime to circuit lifetime for a specific

class of circuits: CMOS-inverter-based circuits. There are three issues: how to determine the worst case

DC lifetime of a MOSFET, how to relate the MOSFET DC lifetime to the lifetime of a MOSFET in a

circuit, and finally how to relate the MOSFET current degradation AIds/Ids0 to the change in propagation

delay At-Ac^. With the help ofCAS, these three issues will be addressed in the following sections.

4.2 DC MOSFET Lifetime

Today, device lifetime prediction is commonly done with the assumption that maximum substrate

current is the worst case for stressing. The theory of hot-carrier degradation suggests [Hu85]

lsubL-« yn
Degradation = C l^m-l1 (4.1)

whereDegradation denotes AIdf/Idt0, Agm/gm0, AV^, etc., W is the device width, n is approximately 0.5,

and m is around 3 and varies, as does Cj, with oxide field (Vgd) [Kuo88, Cho87b]. The degradation is

actually related to the degradation driving force D=ltubm^dsmA W)>For ^lxed Vgsand channel length L,

Ids a W andD a (I^i^W)™; therefore I^t/W correlates well with the degradation rate. One can then plot

the logarithm of the device lifetime t versus the logarithm of I^bAV, and extrapolate to find the DC

lifetime for the intendedoperating voltage, e.g. 5 V, at maximum1^ (point A in Fig. 4.1). Whenever 1^
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Fig. 4.

I^/W (A/m)

1 Two commonly-used methods to extrapolate device lifetime using Isut/W and
Ijub/Ids* while the inset shows degradation driving force D and substrate current
per unit width IMb/W of an NMOSFET plotted against gate bias. Point A
corresponds to the lifetime at maximum Irob for Vdd = SV. Point B corresponds
to the lifetime at maximum D for V^ = SV. This lifetime can also be
extrapolated by plotting the lifetime measured at maximum D against 1/Vds.
Process is CMOS LDD, with t^ =200A.
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varies over alarge range because L varies [Cha88] or Vg$ varies such as in AC stressing [Kuo88, Web86],

lifetime has been found to correlate well with D butnotwith Iwb/W. The inset of Rg. 4.1 shows that in

this example with V,,, =5V, maximum 1,^ occurs around Vg, =2.1 V, while maximum Doccurs at a

lower gate bias, around VgI =1.3 V. One can determine the worst-case DC stress lifetime at Vds =5V

by extrapolating the plot of the logarithm of t Q^JVf) measured at peak D versus I^b^d* (P°mt B> Fi8-

4.1). Lifetime calculated at peak D (point B) is about 5 times lower than that calculated at the Ilub peak

(point A). Lifetime in Fig. 4.1 is based on 10% reduction in 1^measured at Vg, =5V and Vd$ =0.05 V

(hereafter denoted by AIds/Ids0 unless otherwise noted).
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4.3 AC Lifetime And Circuit Aging Simulation

Eq. 4.1 with its parameters determined from DC testscan easily be modified to calculate degradation

for AC stress when Ilub and1^ are time varying in theso-called quasi-static model as seenin Section 3.2

[Kuo88, Lee88]:

Y* T m
Degradation =

wi^-i
dt (4.2)

with Cj and mbeing functions of Vgd and therefore also time varying [Kuo88, Cho87b]. This quasi-

staticmodelhas been shown to correctly predictACdegradation in the 1 MHz range for the inverter-like

waveforms [Kuo88, Cho87b] and is implemented in CAS [Lee88]. There are reports that quasi-static

models underestimate AC degradation rates even for inverter-like waveforms at tens of MHz [Web86,

Aur89]. These reports either used I$ub rather than D as the degradation driving force [Aur89] or did not

consider C! and mto be functions ofVgd [Web86]. These omissions are known to cause underestimation

of the AC degradation rate [Kuo88].

Section 3.8 presented experimental verification of CAS with measured data. We conclude that CAS

simulated the in-circuit NMOSFET degradation quite accurately. In any event, there is no evidence that

properly implemented quasi-static calculation underestimates the degradation of CMOS inverter

propagation delay even at 40 MHz.

4.4 Relating DC Lifetime To In-Circuit MOSFET Lifetime - Duty Factor

Using CAS, we can relate device-level DC degradation lifetime to device lifetime in a circuit. We

have simulated a 16-stage CMOS inverter chain undergoing 5V operation with a 100 MHz 50% duty

cycle signal applied at the inputFig. 4.2shows the time required for AI^/I^ of the NMOS transistors in

thecircuit to equal 10%. Thisis labeled tcas andis plotted fordifferent capacitive loadings. Also plotted

on the same graph are the DC lifetimes extrapolated from maximum Isub stressing (tIsubinax) and from

maximum D stressing (Td^) tests (points A and B of Fig. 4.1). Thein-circuit MOSFET lifetime, Tq^,
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Fig. 4.2

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

CL(pF)
1.2 1.4 1.6

NMOSFET lifetimes corresponding to a linear drain current degradation of 10%
plotted against capacitive loading of a CMOS inverter chain. Vdd = 5 V, and

(W/L)n =(W/L)p =20/1.0 in pm. Tq^ is the in-circuit device lifetime when the
circuit is subject to a 5 V 50% duty cycle input at 100MHz (higher than the
maximum clock rate for 1 pm technology). Tj$obmtx denotes the DC device

lifetime atmaximum IIub (Fig. 4.1, point A), while Tq^ denotes the DC device

lifetime at maximum D (Fig. 4.1, point B). Note that TIfubmix and tr^^ are
independent of capacitive loading since only one lifetime at points A and B of
Fig. 4.1 is chosen.
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is about 6 times the commonly-measured T^b^ and 30 times Td^. This agrees with the simulated

typical duty factor of D(t) around 3.5%.

4.5 Relating MJl^ To Degradation Of Propagation Delay

Theinset of Fig. 4.3 shows the typical Idf - V^ curves of a fresh and stressed NMOS transistor. Note

that the degradation in current is large in the linear region and decreases toward zero at large Vds. We

expect the change in propagationdelay to be
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Axp 1Atwi 1

V ^fdi ldtO VJ2
5& (4.3)

where (AIds/Idj0)Vd|j/2 is the percentage drain current degradation at Vg< =5V and Vdl =Vdd/2 =2.5V.

The first factor of 1/2 is because theoutput rise time (pull-up time) is notaffected by theNMOSFET and

remains unchanged while xiall accounts for about 1/2 ofthe tp. The second factor of1/2 comes from the

fact that AT^/tfr,, is about the average ofAI^^ at V^ =V^ (beginning of pull-down, AIds ~ 0) and

vd« s vdd# (effective completion of pull-down as far as the next inverter stage is concerned). Thus

^fti/^aiiis naif of we percentage current degradation atV^ =V^ (see inset of Fig. 4.3). Rnally, the

third factor of 1/2 isbecause linear region AIds/Ids0 isabout twice the AIdf/Idl0 measured atVdf =V^.

Fig. 4.3 shows a plot of simulated Atp/Atpo versus linear region AIds/Ids0 for different capacitive

10 12

AL/U, (%)

14 16

Fig. 4.3 Simulated inverter chain propagation-delay degradation, Atj/tpo, plotted against
NMOSFET linear current degradation M^^ taken at Vdf =0.05 V and Vgi =5
V. The inset showsthe fresh and degraded NMOS IV curvesplotted with the loci
(represented by square symbols) traversed by the NMOSFET during a pull-down
transition. The loci of square symbols represents equal time intervals in the
transition.
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loadings. As predicted from the above analysis, every 8% ofAI^^q results in about 1% of Atp/Xpo in

agreement with Eq. 4.3. Finally, the Atj/tpo values shown in Fig. 4.3,1.1% to 1.3% for 10% AIds/Ids0 are

also in agreement with Eq. 4.3.

4.6 Summary

As a pragmatic guideline, the following steps may be taken for estimating the reliability of inverter-

based circuits:

(1) Determine the maximum tolerable propagation delay degradation, Atp/ty (of the critical path),

e.g. 1.25%.

(2) Calculate the corresponding maximum tolerable linear drain current degradation AIds/Ids0 = 8

(Atp/Tpo), e.g. 10%.

(3) Conduct device stressing at or near maximum D to find the DC device lifetime t^^

correspondingto the level of degradation calculated in (2), e.g. 1 year.

(4) Estimate the duty factor of D from Ids and I8ub simulations orby assuming that maximum D is

present during thetime for V^ torise from Vy, to2V. A default estimate maybe4%.

(5> Circuit =^Dmax/O^ty cycle of D).e-8- 25 years.

(6) If necessary and ata loss of accuracy, steps 3,4, and 5 may bereplaced by finding tlsubmax from

stressing the device at or near maximum lmh and using Tq^^ = ^im\msx/0 x (Duty cycle of

*«*))• WW wid* is roughly the time for V^, to rise from V,,, to 3.5 V. A default duty cycle

may be 6 %.

(7) Reverse the order of(1) through (6) to estimate Atp/Tpo for agiven circuit operating time.

For a quicker estimation, the following rule of thumb may be taken to estimate the lifetime of an

inverter-based circuit from the DC NMOSFET lifetime: propagation delay percentage-wise increases by

1/8 of AIjj/I^q(eg. 10%) in six times the NMOSFET DC lifetime (measured atmaximum Isub) at a 100

MHz clock frequency. Decreasing the clock frequency will increase the factor of six multiplying the
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NMOSFET DC lifetime by the same proportion (e.g. at 50 MHz, the factor of six becomes a factor of

12).

The methods discussed in this chapter are only rough estimations. The estimate is believed to be

conservative because PMOSFET current increase is not considered and a high clock rate is assumed.

More accurate and general circuit aging analysis would require a simulator such as CAS and perhaps

better understanding of the degradation mechanism than available today. Circuits involving Vgs turn-off

in the presence of high Vdl (~ V^) are subject to enhanced degradation and may notbe estimated in the

above manner [Cho87a].
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CHAPTER 5: SUBSTRATE CURRENT TRANSIENT DELAY OF

NMOSFETS*

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapters 1 through 4, lfXib can be used as a useful monitor of hot-carrier device

degradation to ultimately predictcircuit performance deterioration. In this chapter, an effect causedby

Igub flow, bipolar charge storage, is presented. More specifically, this phenomenon, which causes Isub

flow long after the device turns off, is studied in a MOSFET inverter configuration.

In normal MOSFET inverter operation, a brief substrate current spike is generated from the inverter

NMOS device with the pulse width dependent on the rise and fall times of the input and output which

determines when the device is in saturation (Fig. 5.1) [Hsu85]. In general, these time factors are small so

that the pulse width is usually very short

Time

Fig. 5.1 Iwb pulse for a NMOSFET experiencing inverter-like waveform under normal conditions.

*This research was done attheCentral Research Laboratories, Hitachi, Ltd., Kokubunji, Tokyo, Japan.
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However, when a MOSFET inverter is operated in the regime of avalanche breakdown, a substrate

current flow canbe seen in transient analysis longafter the MOSFET has turned off. The main source of

this parasitic substrate current flow is from drainage of excess charge which is present from impact

ionization and parasitic bipolar action near the MOSFET. The situation is similar to charge storage in the

base of a bipolar transistor biased in thehigh-injection regime.

In this chapter, both measurement and simulation results of this transient substrate current delay

caused by bipolar charge storage is presented. Section 5.2 presents measurement results verifying that

this effect exists. Section 5.3 introduces simulation results using CADDETH (Computer Aided Device

DEsign in THree dimensions), a two-carrier three-dimensional device simulator running on a Hitachi S-

810 Supercomputer [Toy85]. Section 5.4 presents an extension of the normal avalanche breakdown

model developedby F.-C. Hsu [Hsu83] to incorporate bipolar charge storage. Sections 5.5 considers the

effects of clocked signals to the transient delay, and finally Section 5.6 demonstrates the effect this

charge storage phenomenon hason CMOS latchup.
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5.2 Measurement Results

Measurements were performed on several devices to verify that transient substrate current delay

exists. Device measurements were conducted on non-LDD CMOS devices in a standard 18-pin dual-

inline (DIP) package and connected externally in inverter fashion. An aluminum-shielded jig was

constructed to house the package as well as the peripheral circuitry and wiring needed to measure the

substrate current (a schematic is shown in Fig. 5.2). All active pins were separated as far as possible, and

coaxial cables were used to shield individual lines. The voltage generated by substrate current flow

through anexternal resistor R^ was measured by a high-impedance probe (1 M12, 10 pF) connected to

an oscilloscope. Otherequipment used were a DC power supply and a pulse generator to produce the

inverter input pulse.

Table 5.1 showsvarious processing parameters and physical dimensions of the NMOS device of the

CMOS inverter measured, while Fig. 5.3 shows the normal 1^ versus Vd$ characteristic extending into

Vdd

PMOS

rw 'out

NMOS

Device Under Test

Rp

A/W
Rext

=i=G

Measurement Jig

Osc.

Input

Fig. 5.2 Measurement jig setup to detect 1^. R^ =100Q, Rp =0.3Q, Cp s
400pF. Rp and Cp are parasitic elements of the jig. Ilub is measured
by monitoring thevoltage across R^.
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the avalanche breakdownregion. Since the device enters the avalanching region at around 6.5 volts, we

can expectto see thesubstrate current delay phenomenon for Vdd >6.5 V.

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE MEASURED NMOS DEVICE

Process Twin-well n-substrate CMOS

GateLength(LG) 1.2511m

EffectiveChannel Length (L^) 0.85pm

GateWidth (WG) 15|im

Gate OxideThickness (tox) 250A

Source/Drain Junction Depth (xp 0.2pm

Threshold Voltage (VA) 0.1V

Avalanche Breakdown Voltage 63V

Table 5.1 Physical and process parameters of the NMOS driver device of the
measured CMOS inverter.

Fig. 5.4 shows thetransient I8ub characteristic for Vdd =8 V, with the input and output voltage pulses

shown below Isub for comparison. Note that the substrate current peaks long after the transistor leaves

saturation, and in thiscase, evenafter Vout drops to zero. Because of unavoidable parasitic capacitances

and resistances of the measurement setup, the Isub pulse has a gradual rise and fall characteristic. It is

thus hard to see the flat plateau of current, but in Fig. 5.5, which shows the delay for Vdd = 9 V, the

plateau can beseen more easily. Fig. 5.6shows superimposed Irab pulses for Vdd =6,7,8, and 9 V. Fig.

5.7 points out the major featuresof the measuredcharacteristic.

Thus, to summarize, substrate current transient delay has been experimentally verified to exist for

drain voltages within the avalanche breakdown regime of the NMOS device. The next section will

present device simulation results to predictand analyze this effect
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Fig. 5.3 Isub versus Vds characteristic for the NMOS device. Vgs = 0 to 5V in IV
increments. Vds: 1 V/div.; Ids: 1 mA/div. Avalanchebreakdowncan be seen

to occur at Vds = 6.5V.

Fig. 5.4 Isub versus time characteristic showing the transient delay for Vdd = 8V.

time: 50 ns/div.; Isub: 50 nA/div.; V^ and Voul: 5 V/div. Td = 60 ns.
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bm

r out

V« m—iooaaa
Fig. 5.5 Isub versus time characteristic showing the transient delay for Vdd = 9V.

time: 50 ns/div.; Isub: 50 ^A/div.; V^ and Vout: 5 V/div. td = 90 ns.

Fig. 5.6 Isub versus time characteristic showing the transient delay for Vdd = 6, 7, 8,

and 9V. time: 50 ns/div.; Isub: 50 uA/div.; V^: 5 V/div.; and Vout: 2 V/div.
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t 1—i—r T 1 1 r

Flat plateau with
sudden current cut-off

Gradual rise and fall

from parasitic RC elements

1 ± JL 1

Fig. 5.7 Irab versus time characteristic for V^ = 9V showing the more important
features of the transientdelay.
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53 Simulation Using CADDETH

5.3.1 Introduction

All simulations of substrate current transient delay were done using CADDETH (Computer Aided

Device DEsignin three dimensions) on the Hitachi S-810Supercomputer [Toy85]. CADDETH is a two-

carrier three-dimensional device simulatorwhichuses the electron and hole current continuity equations

and Poisson's equation to solve for the potentials, electric fields, and electron and hole currents and

concentrations within a device structure using either the Gummel-Poon method (iterating each of the

three equations separately to find the solution) or Newton's method (iterating all three equations

simultaneously). Both DC and transient solutions can be calculated. To reduce computational time,

CADDETH code is vectorized so that the vector processorof the S-810 can be utilized. This results in

approximately a 30-fold increase in computational speed compared to a normal mainframe computer,

such as the Hitachi M680.Outputcan either be text, or by usinga graphicspost-processor, one-, two-, or

three-dimensional line, mountain, or color contourplots can be created.

To conserve computer memory and CPU time, only the NMOS device of the inverter was simulated.

Voltages were applied to the gate and drain of the NMOS device to mimic that of a CMOS inverter.

Variable-size rectangular meshing is used, with densermeshing near junctions and interfaces where the

solutions are expected to vary rapidly with distance. Results of both a two-dimensional and three-

dimensional NMOS structureof the samedeviceare presented.

532 Two-Dimensional Simulation

The basic simulated NMOSFET structure for the two-dimensional simulations is shown in Fig. 5.8,

while the applied voltage waveforms on the gate and drain are shown in Fig. 5.9. In each case the input

voltage VgJ was changed from 0 to 7.3V during the time interval from t = Ins to t = 9ns, while Vds was
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changed from V^ toOV during the time interval from t =5ns to t= 13ns. All terminal voltages remained

fixed after 13ns, with the drain, source, and substrate grounded and the gate at7.3V.

X=0

Source

l

2pm

N^b =ltfW3

Substrate

I<3= 1.5^m

Gate

1^= 1.1pm
AL = 0.2pm
tox=200A

r*

•-A1

1

"T"
0.2pm

Drain

200pm

Fig. 5.8 The NMOSFET structure used in the two-dimensional CADDETH simulations.

(V)

6
. vds

4 -

2 - /

0 —f Vgs
i

%
•

1 13
Time (ns)

Fig. 5.9 The voltage waveform applied to the NMOSFET to simulate
inverter-like behavior. The starting drain voltage was varied
to see the effect on the transient delay.
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To investigate variations in delay, Vdd (the starting drain voltage), NfUb , the substrate thickness d,

andbulk recombination lifetime were changed from theinitial setup.

The simulated transient characteristics ofthe substrate current for various values ofVdd are shown in

Fig. 5.10. Note that the substrate current isnonzero long after Vdf iszero at t = 13ns (extreme left edge),

and that during this delay, I,ub is relatively flat with the level of current approximately equal for all

values of Vdd.

Aqualitative explanation ofthe phenomenon isas follows. Initially, as drain current increases asV.s

rises, holes from impact ionization begin flowing into the substrate as I,ub. Because of the nonzero

resistivity of the substrate, an increase in the local potential occurs. The rate of increase of the local

potential isdetermined bythe balance of two forces - the push ofholes created by impact ionization, and

the resistance of this push by the nonzero resistivity of the substrate. The magnitude of the local

potential determined by these two forces and the substrate resistance determines the substrate current

density flowing deep into the substrate. At this point, the space charge concentration that is produced

• .•« «.56 !.•• 1.S© 2.M 2.S9 Z.f Z.S« 4.00

time (see)
xt«

Fig. 5.10 Isub versus time showing the long delay in 1,,^ cutoff. The NMOSFET is
on onlyduring the Ilub spike seenin theextreme leftedgeof the plot
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nearthe active device area where impact ionization occursis equalto the excess hole concentration.

As impact ionization, and therefore Irob, increases, the rise in local potential (due to the increased

resistive drop in the substrate) begins attracting electrons from the source as the source/substrate pn

junctionbegins to turn on. Because of this influx of electrons, the rate of increase of the space charge

decreases and the rateof potential increase decreases as the region becomes pinned to the source. At this

point, high injection conditions exist since both the concentration of holes and electrons exceed the

equilibrium hole concentration of the substrate. Normally the substrate current would then approach a

constant value approximately equal to the drift current that would result from an electric field with a

magnitude of the pn junction forward-bias voltage divided by the thickness of the substrate. Indeed, this

is the case for the time period after the drain voltage becomeszero, but as can be seen from Fig. 5.10, an

Isub currentspike can be seen to occur (extreme left edge of the plot).This currentspike can be explained

by the fact that the source, because of its resistance and a large drain current flowing across it,

experiences a voltage increase from the source contact to near the gate. Thus, although the voltage

across the source-substrate junction is equal to the normal junction turn-on voltage, the absolute local

potential of the substrate near the gate side of the source (and further to the drain) is higher (t = 5.2 ns of

Fig. 5.11). This results in a higher Isub flowing than would be expected if the substrate was assumed to

be pinned to a grounded source. As Vdj decreases, Ids decreases. This lowers the potential of the source

close to the gate, which in turn lowers the local substrate potential and causes the slant in the Isub spike.

I$ub finally reaches thepredicted pinned current level when Ids equals zero atVds =0.

When the source of holes is removed when Vds falls to zero (13ns < t < 125ns), excess hole

concentration as well as electron concentration decrease from diffusion and recombination (Figs. 5.12

and 5.13). It is important to note, however, that although excess carrier concentration decreases, the

amount of space charge remains relatively constant (i.e. the difference between excess hole and electron

concentrations remain the same). This can be seen from Fig. 5.14. The reason for this approximately

constant space charge behavior is again found from a balance of two forces: 1) the excess charge wanting

to diffuse more rapidly by increasing the plateau current level (and therefore increasing the substrate
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potential at the source end and thus increasing space charge concentration), and 2) the tendency for the

compensating electrons from the nearby source and drain regions to decrease the amount of space charge

present (the pinned junction effect). Because of this constant space charge versus time behavior, the

potential remains steady (Fig. 5.11), and the value of the electric field in the bulk remains unchanged

(Fig. 5.15). The shape of the electric field and the current density (Fig. 5.16) near the surface change in

shape because of the pulse of excess carriers, but their values deep in the substrate remain constant,

causing the plateau in IIub . As carriers diffuse and recombine further (t > 125ns), excess electron

concentration is thefirst todisappear. After this point in time, any reduction inexcess hole charge results

in a reduction in space charge (Fig. 5.14). Thus, the potential starts to drop, as well as the electric

field, current density, and dierefore Ilub (Figs. 5.11, 5.15, 5.16, and 5.10, respectively). The time

where electron concentration first disappears (at which the knee point in the I$ub characteristic occurs)

can bedefined as the substrate current delay time td.
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Fig. 5.11 Electric potential plotted as a function of the depth into the substrate along
section A-A* of Fig. 5.8. Note the high potential value at the surface when
Idt is flowing for t =5.2ns, and the relatively constant potential during the
lmh plateau for t = 13ns- 100ns.
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Fig. 5.12 Hole concentration plotted as a function of the depth into the substrate
alongsection A-A* of Fig. 5.8. Note that the holes diffuse fairly deeply, in
the order of 20 to 25 pm.
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Fig. 5.13 Electron concentration plotted asa function of thedepth into the substrate
along section A-A'of Fig. 5.8. Note that theelectrons also diffuse fairly
deeply, in the order of 20 to 25 pm.
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Fig. 5.14 Space charge concentration plotted as a function of the depth into the substrate along
sectionA-A'of Fig.5.8.
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Now thata general qualitative description of the phenomenon has been given, a brief explanation of

the effects of varying Vdd, substrate doping Nsub, substrate thickness d, and bulk recombination lifetime

can be given.

Vdd:

Increasing Vdd increases impact ionization, but since the surface substrate potential is pinned, a

dramatic increase in theactual 1^ that flows outof the substrate contact isnotpossible (Fig. 5.10). Thus

moreexcesscharge buildsup near the surface, ascanbe seenby the CADDETH simulations in Fig. 5.17.

Because the Isub plateau is determined only by the total substrate resistance, this current plateau will also

be fixed. As a result, moretime is needed to drain theexcesscharge away.
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Fig. 5.17 Excess hole charge concentration plotted into thesubstrate for Vdd =7.3V and 8.0Valong
section A-A' of Fig. 5.8.

Nsub:

Changing the substrate doping Nlub has a direct influence on the level of the current plateau.

Increasing Nsub will decrease the total resistance of the substrate, which increases the capability of the

substrate to carry more currenL As aresult, less excess charge accumulation and a higher current plateau

willboth reduce Td. Fig. 5.18 shows the CADDETH simulation results of this effect.

d:

Similar to increasing Nsub, decreasing the substrate thickness d decreases the total resistance of the

substrate, which decreases the delay time. Fig. 5.19 show the CADDETH simulation result showing this

effect
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Recombination Lifetime:

Decreasing recombination lifetime will cause the excess holes and electrons to recombine more

rapidly, decreasing the amount of charge that drains as substrate current and therefore decreasing the

substrate current delay id. Fig. 5.20 shows the change of bulk lifetime versus depth into the substrate

placed in the NMOSFET structure (lifetime of the other previous cases were lps throughout the

substrate), and Fig. 5.21 shows the shortened !„,, delay resulting from the shortened, lifetime.

S33 Three-Dimensional Simulation

The NMOSFET structure used for the three-dimensional CADDETH simulations is shown in Fig.

5.22. The substrate of the simulated structure was kept to ashort 30pm so that physical behavior near the

substrate could be seen in the output graphics. To compensate for the low resistance of the short

substrate, a lOkii external resistor was added connecting the back of the substrate to ground.

Furthermore, because the NMOS structure is symmetric about an axis drawn through the center of the

1.2

1. 0

0.8
<«»

0.4

0. 2

0.0

10 20 30
Depth Into Substrate (/em)
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Fig. 5.20 A graphical plot of carrier recombination lifetime versus the depth into the substrate.
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Fig. 5.21 Ifub versus time comparing the standard NMOSFET simulation of

constant bulk recombination lifetime of lps (Fig. 5.10) to that with the
lifetime distribution shownin Fig. 5.20.

channel, only halfthe device with a perfecdy reflecting boundary at the axis of symmetry was simulated

to decrease the number of mesh points. Field oxide 6000A in thickness was placed on the substrate

surface in allareas not occupied by thechannel and source/drain diffusions. Table5.2 shows some of the

physical andprocess parameters of the NMOSFET structure.
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Fig. 5.22 Three-dimensional structure simulated by CADDETH (specifications
listed in Table 5.2). All dimensions are in microns.

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE 3-D SIMULATED NMOSFET

Gate Length (LG) 1.5pm

Effective Channel Length (L^) 1.1pm

Mask Channel Width (WM) 1.5pm

Effective Channel Width (W^) 1.5pm

SubstrateThickness (d) 30pm

Substrate Doping (Nlub) 1017cm3

Gate Oxide Thickness (t0,) 200A

Source/Drain Junction Depth (xp 0.2pm

Source/Drain DopingDistribution Gaussian

Source/Drain Peak Doping (nj 2xl020cnr3

Depth of Source/Drain Peak Doping (Rp) 0pm

Table 5.2 Physical and structural parameters for the three-dimensional NMOSFET
CADDETH simulations.
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The waveform applied to the NMOSFET structure is slighdy different from that applied to the two-

dimensional structureand is shown in Fig. 5.23. Maximum gate voltage was kept at 5V, while maximum

startingdrain voltagewas varied to see the effect of changing this parameter on the transientdelay. The

opposite waveform, that of the input falling from high to low, was not simulated since inverter

propagation delay minimizes substrate current flow in this case [Hsu85].

Fig. 5.24 shows the simulated IIub versus time behavior for the three-dimensional structure of Fig.

5.22. Again, the substrate current first peaks during the inverter transition, then drops down to a fairly flat

plateau from 19ns to 60ns or 125ns depending upon the initial drain voltage value, then suddenly

decreases in value. Figs. 5.25 - 5.28 show two-dimensional mountain plots of the hole concentration in

the substrateduring the variousstages of charge accumulation and drainage. Note that initially there is a

larger concentration of holes near the source (the left n+ region) since junction turn-on occurs at the

source/substrate junction. As time passes, the holes diffuse from the area of generation until no more

excess hole charge exists at t = 150ns.

(V)

6 -

4 -

2 -

_ Vds

1 9 11
Time (ns)

19

Fig. 5.23 Voltage waveforms applied to the NMOSFET device to
simulate inverter behavior for the 3-D CADDETH

simulations. Starting Vds value was varied to see the effects
on transient delay.
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Fig. 5.24 CADDETH-simulated I$ub versus time behavior for the three-
dimensional structure of Fig.5.22.
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Fig. 5.25 Hole concentration in the substrate at
t=9ns.

Fig. 5.27 Hole concentration in the substrate at
t = 40ns.

172

Fig. 5.26 Hole concentration in the substrate at
t=19ns.

Fig. 528 Hole concentration in the substrate at
t= 150ns.
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Figs. 5.29 - 5.32 show the same hole concentration in the substrate but three-dimensionally using

contour plots. Again, the higher hole concentration can initially be seen to be near the source, while as

time passes the concentrationbecomes more evenlydistributed.

Fig. 5.33 shows a two-dimensional mountain plot of the electric potential in the substrate, again

illustrating the unchanging potential during theIsub plateau for t = 19ns - 40ns.
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1 . «£&£•+2 2
5 .000E + 21

2.88<ae + 21

Fig. 5.29 t = 9ns.

Figs. 5.29 - 532 Three-dimensional contour plots of the hole concentration in the
substrate for Vdd = 8V. Concentration values given in the legend

are in units of nr3.
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Fig. 530 t = 19ns. Fig. 531 t = 40ns.

Fig. 532 t= 150ns.

Figs. 5.29 - 5.32 Three-dimensional contour plots of the hole concentration in the
substrate for Vdd = 8V (continued).
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t - 9 ns

t - 19 ns,
40 ns

150 ns

175

Fig. 533 Overlapped bird's eye view mountain plots of the electric potential in the
substrate for Vdd =8V.

53.4 Comparison With Measurement Results

A rough comparison was also made between measurement and CADDETH-simulated results. The

two-dimensional structure shown in Fig. 5.34 and similar to the measured NMOS device was used for the

CADDETH simulations. Alldoping profiles were calculated using a process simulator, and the distance

between the NMOS transistor and the p-well contact was visually measured using a Nikon HFX-II

microscope. All simulations were done in two-dimensions so that a finer mesh could be used. The input

and output voltages were changed to approximately match measured characteristics. V^ was changed

from 0 to 5Vin 10ns, while Vout was lowered from Vdd to OV in 10ns, with an 8ns delay between the

start of the V^ change and the Vout change.
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Fig.534 Two-dimensional structure simulated by CADDETH to match the
experimentally measured device. All doping profiles calculated by a
process simulator. All dimensions are in microns.
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Fig. 5.35 shows the simulated result for Vdd = 8V. To compare this with measured results, it is

necessary to add the parasitic capacitances and resistances of the measurement apparatus (Fig. 5.2).

Thus, the CADDETH-simulated substrate current was transposed point by point into a circuit simulator,

with the parasitic elements included in the input deck. Fig. 5.36 shows the circuit-simulated result

(dashed line), plotted with the measured results. As can be seen, the shape of the CADDETH-simulated

result is similar to that of the measured result, except for the current levels. Because of the many non

uniform process-related factors involved, a fairly extensive analysis would be necessary to accurately

match the simulation to the actual device.

533 Summary

The mechanisms of substrate current transient delay have been studied from two- and three-

dimensional device simulation using CADDETH. A comparison was made between the simulated and

measured results. Qualitative agreement can be achieved once parasitic elements of the measurement

apparatus are added to the simulation. Better and more thoughtfulparameter matching may eliminate the

current level discrepancy between measurement and simulation.

The next section will introducea model to predict the substratecurrent delay time ?d.
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Fig. 535 CADDETH-simulated Isub versus time of the structure shown inFig. 5.34.
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5.4 Charge Storage Model

Predicting substrate current transient delay time, because it occurs beyond avalanche breakdown, is

a difficult task. Several mechanisms, some related in a complex manner, affect the length of the delay.

In this section, a general physical model will be presented which is applicable to voltages past DC

avalanche breakdown. Fitting parameters arereduced to a minimum to maintain the physicalness of the

model.

The transient delay model presented here is divided into two parts. The first deals with the

mechanisms responsible for creating the accumulated charge in the substrate, while the second portion

treats the mechanisms responsible for eliminating this stored charge. The delay time is then determined

from the amount of accumulated charge calculated in the first part and from the rate of charge

elimination found in the second portion.

5.4.1 Charge Accumulation

The avalanche breakdown model presented here is an extension of that developed by F.-C. Hsu

[Hsu83]. Hsu treats the avalanching regime up to actual DC breakdown, but not beyond, where charge

storage occurs. This model attempts to describe this charge accumulation regime beyond the point of

normal DC breakdown. For a more detailed derivation of the basic avalanche breakdown model itself, the

reader is encouraged to refer to Hsu's paper. In this section, only an overview will be given to facilitate

the explanation of the extension.

Avalanching current is generated when the source-substrate junction becomes forward-biased

because of current flowing through the resistive substrate. Whether the device suffers actual breakdown

depends on two key requirements that must both be satisfied [Hsu83]: 1) the source-substrate junction

must be forward-biased, and 2) a positive feedback condition must exist between the forward-bias current

and the additional impact ionization it generates. Depending upon the resistivity of the substrate, either

1) or 2) can be the determining factor of whether breakdown occurs. In the following analysis, it is
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assumed thatthesubstrate is fairly resistive so that condition 1)is satisfied first, making condition 2) the

limitingfactor in determining breakdown.

Figs. 537 and 538 show the situation when the source-substrate junction is forward biased but

current levels are not large enough to create a positive feedback condition. Id represents the normal

drain current that flows by MOS transistor action, while I2 and I3 are the electron and hole forward-bias

currents respectively. kl2 represents the fraction of the electrons injected from the forward-biased

junction that travels through the high-field region near the drain and experiences impact ionization with

multiplication factor M. From basic pn junction theory, an expression for 1,,^ can be derived from Fig.

5.38 andthefollowing relationships [Mul77]:

Il = Id +kl2

h ~ A^qnj2

h = A»dq"i2

f D.

NrabL„

r »•» i

[exp(V/VJ -1] =IJexpCvyvt) -1]

LNdxjJ
[expCVyV^ -1] =IJexpCVyV,) -1]

I

Area of
Impact Ionization

Electron Flow

I

Area of
Recombination

1

(M-l)Il

Fig. 537 High-field impact ionization region.

Hole Plow
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M =

Fig. 538 Current flow after source-substrate junction forward biases but before
positive feedback occurs. No charge accumulation.

•/-- dx
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Asd and Xj are the cross-sectional area and junction depth of the source/drain regions, Dn and Ln are the

electron diffusion constant and diffusion length in the substrate, D is the hole diffusion constant in the

source, Nd is the doping concentration in the source, V: is the actual voltage across the source-substrate

junction, Vt = kBT/q is the thermal voltage, and a,, is the impact ionization coefficient. Although high

level injection conditions exist, low level injection expressions for I2 and I3 are used as an approximation

to simplify the analysis. Because the source/drain diffusions are very shallow, the short-base diode

expression (using junction depth rather than diffusion length) is used for I3 . An effective doping value

for Nd can be used, such as the average doping, to represent the non-uniform source/drain doping profile.

M can be derived usinga unified model for hot electron currents [Ko81],
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M =
1-A^E,,

B:
exp

B:

where\ and B| arethe impactionization coefficients in

an = Ajexp
f B,l
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with Ecbeing the critical field necessary for impact ionization, andlccanbe described as aneffective

width of the "pinch-off region of the channel and can be approximately formulated by [Sod84]

1/2

k*
*oxx

or extracted as a device parameter (see Chapter 2). Ed is the electric field at the drain end and can be

formulated by [Sod84]

Ed =
Vds ' Vdsat

L.

whereVdsat can alsobe determined from extracted device parameters (see Chapter 2). By combining the

above equations, M can be expressed by

M =
1

l-TJ-O^-V^exp *k
Vds"Vdsat

(5.4.1)

By algebraic manipulation, IJub is givenby

U = (M-l)l!-I3

=(M - l)Id +((M -1)^ - lht)[exv(V/VJ -1] (5.4.2)

The first term of Eq. 5.4.2, (M-l)Id, is the substrate current generated purely from the normal drain

current. Denoting this current as I^n* we can ^m^ ^s current from previously derived models dealing

with the substrate current in the non-avalanching normal operating regime of the transistor

[Sod84,Cha84],
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Aj
JsubN s iTld(vdi-vd«i)e*P

Bilc
Vd« " Vd«t

(5.4.3)

The second remaining term of Eq. 5.4.2, hereafter denoted by IrabA, is the substrate current generated or

deducted by the forward-bias currents of the source-substrate junction either direcdy or through

additional impact ionization.

By rearranging Eq. 5.4.2, k can be found:

. U-CM-Dld-Hl^exp^/V,)-!]
K" (M-OlJextfV/VV-l] P-4'4'

Id in this case could be determined by extrapolating the Id • Vds curve from the normal flat saturation

regime into the avalanching regime. Neglecting body bias and external resistances, Vj isgiven by

Vj = IsubR^ (5.4.5)

where Rsub is the substrate spreading resistance. By measuring the substrate current, k can be found

using the value for Vjdetermined inEq. 5.4.5.

Now, if the device is biased further into the avalanching regime, there will be a point where the

increase in Vj caused by the increase in Isub will generate enough injected electrons from the source to

create more impact ionization for a positive feedback effect, leading to device breakdown in DC

conditions. In transient conditions, however, this situationresults in an accumulation of charge near the

surface of the substrate,as shown in Fig. 5.39. This chargeaccumulation occurs because of the fact that

Isub cannot increase to compensate for the additional impact ionization current because it is effectively

pinned bythe forward bias voltage Vj(current flow into the source has an exponential dependence on Vj,

while lsub from Eq. 5.4.5 hasonly a linear dependence). Thus, we needto introduce another factor, ks,

shown in Fig. 5.39, to account for the current that flows into this stored charge region. I4 is the current

that actually causes the hole charge storage, but to maintain charge neutrality (high injection conditions

exist), and equal amount of electrons must flow into the stored charge area. This current can be

represented by a fraction of the total injected electron current I2 by

U = K <h-120) =K U<*P(Vj/Vt) -exp(Vj0/Vl)]
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lsub

Fig. 539 Current flow after entering avalanche breakdown regime where both
the source-substrate junction is forward biased and positive feedback is
occurring. Charge accumulation occurs.
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where 1^ and V^represent I2 current and local junction potential when the device first enters the charge

storage regime. .From straightforward algebraic manipulation, Isub can then be found:

U = (M-1VI3-I4

= (M-l)Id +[((M-l)k -ks)Ic$ - Ihs][exp(V/Vt) - 1] (5.4.6)

The two-term form is very similar to Eq. 5.4.2, except for the new constant ks . This new variable takes

into account the limiting effect on the substrate current flow caused by the source-substrate junction

voltage in the transient case, k, is a very difficult parameter to extract, but it will be shown that it is

actually not needed for time delay calculations.

A graphical plot summarizing the different regions of operation is shown in Fig. 5.40 in the case

when a low-to-high gate voltage and high-to-low drain voltage transition is experienced as is thecase for

a typical inverter. The curve ABCDE is the current generated by impact ionization, the solid line BDF
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Fig. 5.40 Graphical schematic plot of current flow in the substrate versus time
illustrating where charge storage and drainage takes place.
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represents the pinned substrate current, and the curve ABDF is the actual Isub that flows out of the

contact Although the varying current I3 should alsobe included with the pinned substrate current during

tj < t < tj (line. BD), because the n+ doping of the source is typically much higher than the substrate

doping, I3 is assumed to be small, especially when compared to Isub. The time period tQ < t < tj

represents normal saturation, tj < t < t2 represents charge accumulation occurring in the avalanching

regime, t^ < t < t3 represents partial charge drainage after leaving the avalanche regime (some of the

charge drained away by I,ub is replaced by the still present impact ionization Qm), andt > t3 represents

the remainingtime period where charge is draining away when the transistor first enters the linear region

and then turns off. to through t3 can all be determined by knowing the terminal voltages of the

NMOSFET and the normal drain and substrate current parameters, including k.

Note thatin thecasewhere (M-l) It (theimpact ionization current of Fig. 5.40) varies from changing

bias conditions, most of thechange is reflected through I3 and I4, with a corresponding change in ks I2 .

Thus, although ITOb is effectively pinned by the source-substrate forward bias voltage Vj, this voltage
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actually fluctuates slighdy to accommodate the variations in I2 and I3. Because Vj has a natural

logarithmic dependence on I2 and I3, for simplicity we can make an approximation that Vj is pinned toa

constant voltage Vi_ when the junction is forward biased. We can arbitrarily set V- as the junction

potential when the transistor first enters the charge storage region.

To find this transition point, we can perform ananalysis of the currents Ij , I2 ,13 , and Isub of Fig.

5.38 and determine when positive feedback occurs. This positive feedback effect can be said to occur

when an increase incurrents, resulting in an increase in Vj, cannot be handled by the substrate current

From Eq. 5.4.2 and 5.4.5,

1^ =g-i- =(M-l)Id +[(M-l)kIes -yfexrXVj/V^ -1] (5.4.7)

this is equivalent to saying that when the terms on the right-hand side (RHS), which represents the impact

ionization current, increases more quickly than the left-hand side (IMS) with increasing Vj , then

breakdown occurs. By taking derivatives of each side, we obtain

dLHS <H8ub 1 dRHS 1 Ux..... . , _,__.-dvf = dv" • R~r• ivf s vr [(M"1)ld« -U«pcvyv.)
The Vj dependence of Mand Id have been neglected on the right-hand side of the equation since the

exponential term dominates. The condition for breakdown can then be stated as the point where

dRHS/dVj >dLHS/dVj , when the exponential increases faster than the substrate current Re-writing the

above expression, this condition can be mathematically expressed as

Vt
Vj >Vtln l

Rfub[(M-l)kIe8-Ih$]
(5.4.8)

Since the multiplication factor Mvaries with bias condition, Vj. cannot be found from Eq. 5.4.8 alone.

Mand Vj must both bedetermined at the same bias point by using Eqs. 5.4.1 and 5.4.7, then compared in

Eq. 5.4.8. If the condition is not satisfied, then the bias condition should be changed to increase M until

the inequality of Eq. 5.4.8 is satisfied. At this point

v.
RrtKMp-Dl^-IJVte = V.to (5.4.9)
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where Mp is the multiplication factor Mat the transition point.

Finally, we need to find the amount of charge thataccumulates within the region near the surface of

the substrate before substantial recombination takesplace. From Fig. 5.39, the current that supplies this

stored charge has a magnitude of I4 =(M-l)Ij - ^ -13 , and the amount of charge that accumulates is

then given by this current times the duration of the current ^ (= t3 - t, of Fig. 5.40). tov can be

determined by the transient output characteristics by identifying the time interval where the device is

biased in the breakdown regime. To find the charge per area, Q_ , we further need to determine an

effectivearea A^ through which thiscurrent flows. A good estimation would be the effectivegate area,

orA^=W hrf. Thus, the total charge accumulation can be given by

Qp-oxr/Mt

l3 v l3
=oA^ t /(M"1^ dt "*£ <<3 -O+[!cs /(M-l) dt -Ihs ][exp(Vj/Vt) -1]}

ll ll

Note that theintegrand of the first integral is the normal substrate current IsubN in absence of the forward

bias currents associated with avalanche breakdown. Thus, by incorporating that model and the

expression previously derivedin this section for M, Q canbe expressed as

h

vdsai)exp*-qfe{£j(V* Bilc

Vds*Vdsal

V^

dt- R^da-ti)

r

1-B"(Vd.-Vdttl)exp Bilc
^ -i-l

Vds" Vdsat
dt -Ih, [exrXV^) -1]} (5.4.10)

Note that the partial charge drainage that occurs between \^ and t3 is automatically taken into account

By knowing the transientbehaviorof the terminal voltages, the integrals of Eq. 5.4.10 can be numerically

integrated to find Qp.
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In summary, to find the accumulated charge Qp,the following steps should be followed:

1)Extractnormal drain current(Id) parameters.

2) Extract normal substrate current parameters (which are identical to the parameters for M).

3) Extract die avalanche breakdown parameterk.

4)Byiteration and using the parameters extracted above, find V^.

5) By inputting the actual transient voltage waveforms, calculate Q_ from Eq. 5.4.10.

Device parameters specific to the transistor can be extracted in (1) - (4) by a parameter extraction

program, while (5) can be incorporated into circuit simulation with the charge drainage model that will

be described next

5.4.2 Charge Recombination and Drainage

We must now determine the mechanisms that eliminates the excess charge. The charge

recombination and drainage effect is very similar to the Haynes-Shockley experiment with an applied

field [Sze81], except with a crucial difference that on one side of the charge pulse is a forward-biased pn

junction. In the normal pulse drift experiment majority carriers are supplied by the high potential

contact on one end of the silicon bar. Then from current continuity the amount of majority carriers

supplied to the high field side of the pulse is equal to that leaving the pulse from the low field end (recall

that carriermobility is greater than the mobility of a charge disturbance because of ambipolar effects if

the charge concentration is large). Charge depletion of the pulse would thus only be caused by

recombination. But because in the presentcase there is no supply of majority carriers (holes) on the pn-

junction side of the pulse, and because of the fact that maximum potential exists within the silicon

sample and not at one of the contacts, the hole current flowing to the substrate contact is wholly supplied

by the excess charge pulse. Thus, in addition to the normal recombination term, there is a substrate

current term that needs to be considered when calculating charge drainage.

Let us denote the excess charge remaining at some time t as Qpp(t), to distinguish it from the total

accumulated charge Qp of the previous section. From Fig. 5.40, Qpp(t j) = Qp , with charge
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recombination and drainage occurring after t2 . As mentioned in the previous section, the small amount

of charge Q^ created by the still-saturated transistor between \^ and t3 is ignored. Now at some later

time f, we can approximately calculate the amountof charge remaining if dt = t* -1 is small:

Qpp(t') = Qpp(t)exp

= Qpp(t)exp

t'-t

t'-tl

as*-*
JE.

^Aeff^ub
(f-t) (5.4.11)

The first term is the normal recombination term, while the last term represents charge drained away by

the substrate current plateau. Eq. 5.4.11 is a recursive relationship; thus by successively substituting the

previous Qpp(t) value inthe recombination term with the present one, charge remaining at the next time

stepcanbe determined. ?d, the transient substrate current delay time,canthenbe found from

QppC*d) = 0 (5.4.12)

Because Eq. 5.4.11 is a recursive relation, an analytical expression cannot be found, but incorporation

into computer simulation is a straightforward process.

5.43 Summary

A general physical model has been developed to predict the substrate current transient delay. Most

of the needed parameters are easilyextractable under DCconditions, with the exception of the avalanche

parameter k. Because of the complexity of the charge storage phenomenon,many approximations had to

be made, and the resulting expressions have to be iterated to find the delay time, but incorporation into

computer simulation is a straightforward process.
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55 Charge Buildup Effect From Periodic Signals

This section discusses the effect of clocked periodic signals on the substrate current transient delay

that is seen. In a digital circuit environment input signals consist mainly of periodic pulses with

frequencies controlledby a clock circuit Thus, a typical inverterwill create packets of charge generated

by the periodic impact ionization that occurs. Generally, substrate current generation is minimal during

the high-to-low input voltage case since the overlap time during which the input and output voltages are

nonzero is minimal as a consequence of the propagation delay of the inverter [Hsu85]. Thus, most of the

charge generation will occur at the rising edge of the input, once per cycle. As long as charge

accumulation at this input rising edge is small and the period of the signal is long, the small amount of
*

chargethat accumulates will be able to drain away, and the resulting disturbance will be minimal.

As clock frequency increases,however, the chargethat accumulates during the input rising edge may

not have a chance to disappear before the next input rising edge. As a result charges may successively

build with each new cycle and cause undesirable effects even if chargeaccumulation per cycle is small.

CADDETH was used to see the effect of applying a second low-to-high input pulse before the charge

accumulated from the first pulse had a chance to disappear. The example used here is taken from a two-

dimensional NMOS structure (Fig. 5.8) with a single pulse substrate current transient delay behavior for

vdd = 8 V shown in Fig. 5.10. Note that the delay is approximately 150ns long. Thus, if the next input

rising edge occursbefore the 150ns, charge buildup will result Fig. 5.41 shows the two-pulse transient

voltage waveforms appliedon the device, while Fig. 5.42 shows the resulting substrate current flow. The

lengthened delay is very noticeable, as now substrate current flows as long as 800ns past the first pulse

compared to 150ns of flow that occurredwith the first pulse alone.

An interesting side-effect of the chargeaccumulation can be seen from this plot. Because the excess

charge creates a conducting path between the source and drain, drain current is seen to flow when the

drain voltage is nonzero even if the gate voltageis zero. The drain current flow causes a resistive drop to

occur between the source/draincontacts and the source/drain regions near the channel, enabling the local
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potential of the substrate near the channel side of the source to increase past thepn forward-bias voltage.

This enables a larger substrate current toflow, asexplained inSection 5.3. Once the drain voltage drops

to zero, no drain currentflowsand the localsubstrate potential near thechannel side of the sourceis once

again pinned to the forward-bias voltage, and the substrate current drops to its plateau level. Note that

because additional impact ionization occurs during the entire duration when the drain voltage is high and

thegate voltage is low, thelength of the delay isgreater than twice theone-pulse delay.

Fig. 5.43 shows the excess hole concentration underneath the source after the second transistor "on"

period. Theadditional charge generated can beseen toadd tothe already present charge and form deeper

into the substrate, as shown by the dotted curves. As time progresses, the excess charge diffuses out

further into the substrate than during the single, voltage pulse case. It can easily be perceived how

successive application of gate pulses canadd to this charge accumulation, resulting in adverse effects to
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areas further away from the device, or eventual device breakdown. To prevent such a buildup, the

frequency f must be such that the input high-to-low transition does not occuruntil after all the charge has

hadachance to drain away. This translates to the following rule-of-thumb to prevent charge buildup,

f<f (5.5.1)
*d

where xd is the1^ delay from one inputlow-to-high transition.

So far, we have pictured clocked digital signals as aggravating the breakdown condition (compared

to the single pulse case). From another point of view, since bipolar charge storage occurs only past the

point of DC avalanche breakdown, circuits operating with clocked waveforms may operate at a power

supply voltage exceeding the DC avalanche breakdown voltage of the individual devices of the circuit.

As the powersupply voltagein increased, there will be a pointwhere Eq. 5.5.1 no longer is satisfied, and

breakdown even in the dynamic AC case will occur.
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5.6 Implications of Charge Storage to CMOS Latchup Susceptibility

5.6.1 Introduction

Because the chargestorage effect of this phenomenon can extend fairly deep into the substrate (on

the orderof 20pm in Figs.5.12 and 5.13 of Section 53), any neighboring structures or circuitry can be

affected adversely from the excess charge and currents generated by the NMOSFET. This section

presents two-dimensional CADDETH simulation results demonstrating how CMOS latchup can occur

when the charge-generating transistoris placednear a n-wellstructure.

5.6.2 Simulation Setup

Fig. 5.44 shows the two-dimensional structure used in the simulations. A NMOS structure

dimensionally identical to the two-dimensional case simulated in Section 5.3 (Fig. 5.8) is placed on the

left 5pm away from the n-well. Nl, ND, Gl, and PI represent the source, drain, gate and topside

substrate terminals of the NMOS device, respectively, while P2 represents the source terminal of the

normally present PMOS device, and N2 represents the n-well contact. Field oxide 3000A in thickness is

used to isolate the various diffusions near the surface. Thep-substrate hasa uniform doping of 5 x 1015

cm*3 , the n-well has a peak doping of2x 1016 cm *3 at the surface with well depth of3pm, and a boron

channel implant with 1017 cm-3 peak doping at the surface exists for threshold voltage adjustment of the
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Fig.5.44 The single-NMOSFET single-well structure simulated in this section to
study latchup effects. All dimensions are in microns.
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NMOS device. Simulated VAof the device is IV.Terminals P2 and N2 are tied to V^ =5V, and PI and

Nl are grounded. The gate bias on Gl and drain bias on ND are then changed in inverter-like fashion

identical tothat done inSection 53 for the three-dimensional device structure (Fig. 5.23).

5.63 Simulation Results

Fig. 5.45 shows the current versus time behavior for the PS (substrate), ND (NMOS drain), PS (n-

well p+), and N2 (n-well) contacts. Positive current for Ipg denotes current flowing out of the PS contact,

while positive current for the remaining terminals denote current flowing into the contact. Recall that all

voltage transients stop and the NMOS turns offat t =19ns (Fig. 5.23), but the substrate current Ire still

flows from charge drainage. As described in Section 5.2 and 5.3, because charge accumulation is a

bipolar effect, excess electrons are also diffusing out and being collected by the positively-biased n-well,

as seen bythe current flow through IN2. Atapproximately 5ns later, at t =24ns, the current through IN2

is large enough to cause the P2 p+/n-well junction to forward bias. As a result, Ip2 and IND suddenly
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increaseas the structureenters the latchedregime.

Figs. 5.46 - 5.49 show bird's eye view mountain plots of the hole concentration in the substrate

between the drainof the NMOS device (ND contact) and the p+n-well contact (P2). At t = 9ns and 19ns,

the n-well can still clearly be seen, but at t = 25ns, latchup can be seen to start as excess holes from the

P2 contact flood the n-well as the p+/n-well contact forward biases. By t = 30ns, the n-well has all but

disappeared and a smooth hole gradientcan be seen instead.

Figs. 5.50 - 5.54 show two-dimensional contour plots of the hole concentration at the same time

points, showing the successive stagesof latchup from a different viewpoint Fig. 5.50 (t = 0ns) shows the

structurebefore the inverter pulse is applied. At t = 9ns and 19ns, the hole accumulation in the substrate

can clearly be seen, spreadingdeep into the substrate, but there is no effect yet to the n-well (Figs. 5.51 *

and 5.52). At t = 25ns, however (Fig. 5.53), the P2 p+/n-well junction can be seen to forward bias as

holes are injected into the n-well. The size of the n-well has also diminished somewhat by this point By

t = 30ns (Fig. 534), the only remnants of the n-well is near the N2 n-well contact the left side of the well

is totally flooded with holes. A direct coupling can now also be seen between the P2 well contact and the

NMOS source and drainas the structureis now well into the state of latchup.

Thus, in summary, we have seen through two-dimensional simulation that the substrate charge

storage effect can readily cause CMOS structures to latch. More importandy, it was demonstrated that

latchup can occur after the NMOS device has turned off, thus not insuring circuit safety even out of

active operating times.
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Fig. 5.46 - 5.49 Bird's eye view mountain plots of the hole concentration in the n-
well and substrate showing the steps leading to latchup. Only the
area between the drain of the NMOS transistor and the p+ contact in
the n-well, to a depth of 15pm into the substrate, is shown.
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Fig. 530 t = 0ns.

Fig. 5.51 t = 9ns.
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5.7 Conclusion

A bipolar charge storage phenomenon induced by substratecurrent flow in a resistive substrate has

been presented. Measurements done on a CMOS inverter configuration have verified the existence of the

phenomenon, and two- and three-dimensional device simulations using CADDETH have made it possible

to analyze the mechanisms involved, and to see the effects of various bias and technological factors in

changing the length of the delay.

A physical model with device extractable parameters has been developed as an extension to the

avalanche breakdown model to predict the transientdelay from general concepts.

From clocked digital input analysis it is found that inverter-based circuits can be biased with a power

supply voltage higher than the DC avalanche breakdown voltage of the individual transistors. However,

it has been shown that circuitssubject to a clock frequency greater than the inverse of the Isub delay time

will experience charge buildup and will eventually break down. Finally, simulation has shown that excess

charge flow can induce CMOS latchup, even after the NMOS device has turned off.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION

In this dissertation we have presented hot-carrier modeling concepts that have culminated in the

development of the BERT-CAS circuit aging simulator. Using the quasi-static models incorporated in

CAS, we have seen that DC stressing measurements and an accurate parametric substrate current model

are adequate to predict AC circuit degradation, at least for the CMOS inverter case. From looking at

CMOS inverter-based circuits, it is found that the traditional 10% drain current degradation used for

device lifetime may be overly conservative. In fact, for other types of circuits, it has been explained that

using device lifetime as a criteria for circuit hot-carrier reliability can be misleading because of the

varying sensitivity each transistor may have to circuit output behavior. Because raw circuit output

behavior is simulated, circuit designers can look at any aspect of circuit performance when judging the

hot-carrier reliability of his circuit.

CAS is based on a more comprehensive degradation model based on the degradation driving force

Ids(Ijut/*ds)m rather than I$ub alone. This expression, which has a more plausible theoretical basis, has

been shown to correlate better with device degradation experiments, and the fact that CAS can predict

circuit-level degradation adds confidence that this is the correct model to use.

A rough rule of thumb has been introduced to relate a particular class of circuits, CMOS inverter-

based circuits, to circuit speed. Such a guideline should prove useful for quick back-of-the-envelope

calculations for initial estimates.

Finally, a bipolar charge-storage phenomenon has been presented both from experiments and from

three-dimensional device simulation. Using the device simulator CADDETH, it was possible to probe

inside the device to analyze the mechanisms involved. A model has been introduced to roughly predict

the length of time needed for the stored charge to disappear. Adverse effects this phenomenon my have

to neighboring structures was graphically demonstrated by simulating a CMOS structure which was

induced into the latchup state by the bipolar charge generation. It has also been shown that this

phenomenon explains the fact that dynamic inverter-based circuits with a clocking waveform slower than
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the inverse of the delay time can tolerate power supply voltages greater than their DC avalanche

breakdown voltages.

This concludes this dissertation concerning hot-carrier effects in MOS devices and circuits. It is

hoped that additional insights have been gained in predicting circuit behavior and degradation from

device-level concepts, and that therefore higher performancecircuits can be designed without sacrificing

reliability.
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